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The Gershwin programming language is a stack-based, concatenative language with a Clojure runtime that targets the JVM. It
features a fusion of Clojure datastructures, namespaces and concurrency semantics with an API inspired by the Factor
concatenative programming language. With seamless Clojure interop, Gershwin can leverage all the power and reach of the
Clojure/JVM ecosystem while also providing the unique features of stack-based, concatenative languages: composition by
code concatenation, point-free expressions, data-flow combinators, and simple, powerful code factoring.

This presentation provides an overview of the features and implementation of Gershwin, with explanations of Clojure and
Factor topics as they relate to Gershwin's implementation. The presentation media itself will be produced by a Gershwin
program, which will be the example codebase used to demonstrate core Gershwin concepts including interactive REPL
development, defining new words (functions), quotations, Clojure interop, code organization, and building a Gershwin
project.

For more information, refer to the following resources:

* Gershwin Repository: https://github.com/gershwin/gershwin">https://github.com/gershwin/gershwin
* Introduction to Concatenative Languages:
http://concatenative.org/wiki/view/Concatenative%20language">http://concatenative.org/wiki/view/Concatenative%20language
* Clojure Homepage: http://clojure.org">http://clojure.org
* Factor Homepage: http://factorcode.org">http://factorcode.org

Daniel Gregoire

@semperos

Daniel Gregoire works primarily in open source web development, with a particular passion for Clojure and alternative JVM
languages. With an educational background in linguistics and foreign language, his driving interest in software development
hinges on exploring programming language paradigms and modes of expression. When not coding, Daniel enjoys spending
time with his family and local church community, studying, and playing the piano.
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Daimio is a new language for sharing functionality in safe and friendly ways. We'll explore the architectural possibilities this
opens up, examine the techniques used to achieve security, consider it with respect to similar systems (dataflow, actors, CSP,
FBP, FRP, RDP, etc), peek under the hood to see how it's built, use the available editing tools, and learn how to extend it.
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Along the way we'll encounter a serverless MMO, create a modular synthesizer, experiment with video hacking, and
experience collaborative projectional editing -- and we'll do it all in the browser. Bring your laptop. First three rows get wet.

dann toliver

Bento Miso
@dann

Author of Daimio. Make things at Bento Box. Co-founder of Bento Miso, a non-profit collaborative workspace focused on
lowering barriers to entry in the technology world. Likes math.
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http://babelscript.net">Babel is an open-source (BSD license) interpreted language designed by Clayton Bauman. It is an
untyped, stack-based, postfix language with support for arrays, lists and hashes (dictionaries). It is implemented in C. Babel
1.0 will support built-in crypto to ease code certification. This will enable safer remote code execution for cloud-computing -
one of the primary use-cases which Babel is intended to enable. Babel is inspired by many languages but some of the most
notable influences are Perl, Lisp and Joy.

Babel's unique philosophy is based on the idea that languages - including computer languages - are emergent phenomena.
Babel adopts Larry Wall's philosophy of first optimizing for the programmer's brain and secondarily optimizing for the
machine. The most important performance rule of computer design is to make the common case fast - Amdahl's Law. No
language can magically solve all your problems but it can make them worse. Babel attempts to avoid making things worse
than they have to be. Babel looks to tradition to identify what the common case is in order to optimize to that.

Babel lacks classes and objects. In Babel, the machine is the object - that is, the virtual machine. The Babel Virtual Machine
(BVM) has a symbol-table, it has code, stack and data, it has I/O, it has resource- limits, etc. It is containerized. It can
implement and enforce access rights and code-execution rights. A BVM is just another data-structure so you can arbitrarily
nest virtual machines.

Here are some of the things that you can do easily in Babel that would be less easy to do in another major language. With
Babel, you can:

* Containerize and launch nested Babel programs, making it easy to establish separation of concerns and manage the
interfaces between portions of your code project
* Save and restore your Babel program to and from disk at any point, making it easy for the user to suspend and resume at
will. This is a prerequisite to any fully- virtualized compute environment
* Enforce a "white-list" code execution policy using the built-in crypto operators â€“ this can reduce the risks associated with
executing remote code
* Store your data in an underlying, uniform bstruct structure, making it trivial to save and restore them to and from disk, to
make deep copies of them, to delete all memory associated with them, and so on
* Easily compress and encrypt your program data objects, (or whole Babel programs) using the built-in core operators
* Visualize your data with Babel's built-in support for generating Graphviz dot files. These can be post-processed with the dot
tool to generate graphical snapshots of your data. This speeds up debug and helps the programmer fully absorb the semantic
significance of the syntax.
* Organize your data in a manner to maximize both flexibility and performance using Babelâ€™s built-in support for both
Lisp-style lists and array structures. Modern computer architecture is array-based and can perform array lookups in constant
time versus linear time for list-traversal. But for data that is constantly changing size or continually undergoing complex
permutations, lists are a clear performance winner by permitting you to perform more of your operations in-place.
* Rapidly prototype even very complex code using Babelâ€™s comprehensive suite of abstract data-structures, including
array, list, hash (map/dictionary) and namespace (or directory).
* Easily nest data and code in arbitrarily deep and complex structures with minimal fuss with the Babel data-structure (bstruct).
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* Implement academic (non-optimized) algorithms, such as RSA encryption, using Babelâ€™s built-in support for arbitrary-
precision arithmetic.

Clayton Bauman

Intel

I am a computer engineer at a major technology company where I have specialized in virtualization architecture. I graduated in
2005 with a BS in computer engineering. I live in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. My two children are in grade-school and
they are a constant source of joy and exhaustion. In my spare time, I play the piano, invent computer languages and read to
satisfy my eclectic interest in everything from economics to algorithmic information theory.
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In this talk I'm going to argue for the importance of symmetry as a way of imposing helpful structure and regularity on
programming languages. We say that something has a symmetry when it remains similar under transformation. A wide range
of desirable properties of programming languages can be expressed as symmetry properties.

By focussing on symmetry in language design, we can improve a language's support for writing secure, robust and efficient
programs. Noether is an experimental programming language design that I'm developing to explore this approach. It is
structured as a series of layers, with inner layers satisfying strong symmetries that make programs easier to reason about. Outer
layers satisfy fewer symmetries, but are more expressive. The layers are enforced by a type inference system.

Noether strictly follows the object-capability security model. This makes it possible to define patterns of cooperation between
mutually untrusting components, to limit the scope for exploitation of bugs, and to minimize the amount of code that needs to
be closely reviewed for security flaws. Techniques modelled on those used in capability-based operating systems are also
employed to allow precise control over resource consumption. This mitigates the effects of accidental memory leaks and
runaway buggy code, and can be used to defend against denial of service attacks from untrusted code and data sources.

Several concurrency models are supported, including declarative and event-loop concurrency. Parallelism is also supported,
but separately from concurrency. This approach, using ideas from the Cilk and Cilk Plus languages and more recent languages
such as Parasail, allows exploiting hardware parallelism without paying the complexity cost of concurrency except where it is
needed. The language is pervasively transactional: every synchronous procedure call acts as a transaction that can be rolled
back if an error occurs, automatically preserving the strong exception safety guarantee. The design also supports a distributed
object model that can automatically and transparently recover from detected machine, process, and communication failures,
but allows explicitly programmed handling of failures where necessary.

This talk will give an overview of the language, concentrating on new ideas, and some old but neglected ideas. It will describe
the symmetries that hold at each layer of the language, and how these facilitate analysis of Noether programs for security and
robustness. Along the way it will touch briefly on how transaction rollback and the distribution protocol can be implemented
efficiently, making these ideas practical.

Actual implementation of the language is in the early stages -- you can help!

Mailing list: https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups#!forum/noether-dev">https://groups.google.com/forum/?
fromgroups#!forum/noether-dev

Daira Hopwood

Jacaranda Software, contracting for LeastAuthority.com
@DairaHopwood
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Daira Hopwood works on cloud storage systems for LeastAuthority.com. Ze has a long-standing interest in programming
language research and security, and after 20 years has finally turned that into a concrete language design.

Daira is transgender and was previously known as David-Sarah Hopwood.
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Nimrod is a statically typed programming language that tries to give the programmer ultimate power without compromises on
runtime efficiency. This means it focuses on compile-time mechanisms in all their various forms: It supports unhygienic and
hygienic macros, declarative or imperative AST based macros as well as term rewriting macros. The latter even support side-
effect and alias analysis so that user definable optimizations can be implemented easily and safely.

Nimrod does not rely on Lisp's prefix syntax, instead it uses a friendlier infix/indentation based syntax. The advantage is that
the code doesn't need to resemble an AST; this is a benefit because one does more programming than meta-programming. It's
a good trade-off to optimize the syntax for the ordinary programming.

This will be the first official talk about the Nimrod programming language in public. I will give a brief introduction to Nimrod,
talk about its features and its goals
with a focus on the metaprogramming capabilities.

Andreas Rumpf

Andreas Rumpf is the designer of the Nimrod programming language, which he develops in his spare time. He is a software
engineer working at a top secret company and constantly attempts to create own start-up which will allow him to program in
Nimrod full-time.

He has programmed in various programming languages over the years (including quite obscure ones) without being satisfied
with any of them. Andreas Rumpf holds a degree in Computer Science which he obtained from University of Kaiserslautern.
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Dao is a lightweight and optionally typed programming language with many interesting features. It includes features that make
the language very expressive and make concurrent programming much simpler. Its virtual machine has well designed
programming interfaces for easy embedding and extending. Additionally, Dao has a LLVM-based JIT compiler that is
optimized for numeric computation, and a Clang-based tool that can generate Dao bindings for C/C++ libraries from header
files automatically.

Limin Fu

Limin Fu has a multidisciplinary background, spanning from mathematics, through physics, computer science and
bioinformatics. He has a very broad interest, and enjoys programming to do cool things. He created Dao programming
language mainly out of curiosity in free time. Currently he is doing research and software development in the field of
bioinformatics at UC San Diego.
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ELC: Axiomatic Language
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Programming languages are constrained by the need for efficiency. But what kind of language would we want if efficiency
could be ignored? Axiomatic language is an answer to this question. It has the following goals: (1) pure specification - you tell
the computer what to do without telling it how to do it, (2) minimal, but extensible - nothing is built-in that can be defined, and
(3) a metalanguage - able to imitate and thus subsume other languages. Axiomatic language is based on the idea that the
external behavior of a program can be defined by an infinite set of symbolic expressions that enumerate all possible inputs, or
sequences of inputs, along with the corresponding outputs. The language is just a formal system for defining these symbolic
expressions.

Walter Wilson

http://www.axiomaticlanguage.org/

Walter Wilson is a software developer of CAD/CAM applications at Lockheed Martin in Fort Worth.
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Meet https://github.com/mdg/qbrt">Qbrt, a bytecode assembly language with builtin primitives for concurrency and inline
asynchronous I/O. Qbrt aspires to allow language designers to focus on the human interface of programming languages by
abstracting the implementation of complex runtime features behind a clean, simple bytecode interface.

The JVM and LLVM have demonstrated a narrowing performance gap between JIT compiled bytecode and native machine
code. With the primary reason to avoid bytecode VMs waning, the benefits of VMs become more pronounced and make them
a more appealing target for front end languages.

Qbrt is being built as a standalone bytecode language and VM to provide high-level, front-end languages with accessible
implementations of: 

* inline asynchronous I/O (no callbacks)
* concurrency primitives
* multiple dispatch
* pattern matching primitives

Matthew Graham

Qbrt
@lapsu

Professionally hacking on API and infrastructure code at Etsy. On the side, learning languages, yearning for more, and
presently scratching his own itch of what the perfect language looks like.
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10 years ago the Boo programming language was born with the goal of bringing metaprogramming for the masses. We're not
quite there yet but Boo has not given up its mission! After its inclusion in the Unity game engine and the initial port to the
JVM it has been experiencing a comeback. The new version soon to be released dives even deeper into its meta and functional
programming roots with its support for OMeta based syntax extensions and its versatile constraint-based type inference
system. In this talk I'll review the challenges of bringing an open source programming language with advanced
metaprogramming facilities into the mainstream, some of my own failures in doing so and the bright future that might be
dawning on us Booers!

Rodrigo B. de Oliveira

@rodrigobamboo

A programming language enthusiast always in the lookout for smarter, more productive and fun ways of practicing my craft
I've decided it was time to create my own.
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"A language that doesn't affect the way you think about programming is not worth knowing." â€“ Alan Perlis

J has been an "emerging language" for 23 years. It's strange in appearance, and requires a style of thinking that feels awkward
for a while. Learning is worth the effort, though, because with J, the way you look at a problem is often radically different.

Like APL, its predecessor, J sees everything as an array. Computations are expressed as pipelines among functions that apply
on the appropriate axis of each array. With some practice, a J programmer learns to fold, flip and manipulate arrays in her
mind. The experience is mind-blowing, and the resulting solutions become sleek and simple.

Diverging from its APL roots, J introduces "tacit form" (where arguments are implied.) This concept is fundamental to the
definition of J programs. For example, inherent in J's syntax is the "verb train", a kind of branching composition. This lets you
naturally express programs as relations among functions.

J embodies a peculiar mixture of mathematical purity and industrial practicality. If you're excited by combinatorial,
concatenative, point-free, or functional programming techniques in general, J will inspire you and give you new ways of
seeing problems. If you're looking for a mature scripting language with a stable implementation, you'll find J to be a pleasantly
functional workhorse.

In this talk, I will introduce you to patterns of thinking that make J coding possible, and provide a rich introduction to the
language. You will come away with a clearer understanding of the concepts that are crucial to confident reading and writing
of J notation. While no previous knowledge of J will be assumed, people with some previous exposure will get the most
benefit.

Tracy Harms

Applied Performance Technologies
@kaleidic

Tracy Harms has worked in software development on and off since 1978. He presently helps create test automation for a
major scientific document search service.
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ELC: Enso: Composing DSL Interpreters, Languages & Aspects
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Enso is an external language workbench with both graphical and textual editing capabilities. Each language is defined by a
schema, or the model of its internal representation, which can be rendered either textually via a grammar or graphically via the
diagramming DSL, stencil. Behavioral semantics in Enso are defined using model interpreters written in a subset of Ruby and
executed in both Ruby and (via translation) JavaScript runtimes.

Enso executes on top of itself: internally, the various components of the workbench, including the schema, grammar and
stencil languages, are implemented as a stack of self-describing Enso DSLs. This conceptually elegant self-reflection also has
the practical advantage of allowing application developers, toolsmiths, and even Ens? extension builders to share the same
toolchain.

The other key strength of Enso is strong support for language reuse across domains. DSLs can be composed, extended or
wrapped via inheritance, either directly or in a cross-cutting manner, enabling powerful reuse of its language library. Generic
template languages, such as the command language, are routinely extended to served as the backbone for a family of
languages.

William Cook

University of Texas at Austin
@w7cook

William Cook is an Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Sciences at the University of Texas at Austin. His
research is focused on object-oriented programming, programming languages, modeling languages, and the interface between
programming languages and databases. Prior to joining UT in 2003, Dr. Cook was Chief Technology Officer and co-founder
of Allegis Corporation. He was chief architect for several award-winning products, including the eBusiness Suite at Allegis,
the Writer's Solution for Prentice Hall, and the AppleScript language at Apple Computer. At HP Labs his research focused on
the foundations of object-oriented languages, including formal models of mixins, inheritance, and typed models of object-
oriented languages. He completed his Ph.D. in Computer Science at Brown University in 1989.
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My two favourite programming languages of all time are Clojure and Haskell. They're very different languages, though they
share a common core of sound functional principles. Clojure is a Lisp, glorious in its metaprogramming powers. Haskell code
happens more in the type system than the code itself, which might be even more powerful still. But you have to pick a side.
You can't have both powers at once.

I'm not the first person to wonder if we could do better. I almost cried when I discovered a language called Shen: a Lisp with a
type system and pattern matching that instantly brought the taste of Haskell to my mouth. I almost cried harder when I realised
Shen is impure like most Lisps, and more horrifically, has mutable data structures like those Lisps we no longer talk about in
polite company.

That was the point at which I realised if I'm going to get the language I want, I'm going to have to build it myself. In this talk,
I'm going to show you how I did just that, and how you could do the same, by walking you through the essentials of language
design, and how to prototype that design efficiently using your favourite high powered functional language.

I'll also show you BODOL, the language I came up with. It's not something you want to put your production systems on by
any stretch, but it's turned into an interesting toy that seems to connect with a lot of people. It might even have a future as the
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BCPL to some real language (maybe with a cooler name) one day. And so could yoursâ€”why aren't you designing
languages yet?

Bodil Stokke

@bodil

Bodil is a compulsive conference speaker in the fields of functional programming and internets technologies, and is a co-
organiser of three annual developer conferences in her home town of Oslo, Norway, mostly because she's still learning how to
stop. She is a prolific contributor to the Free Software community, primarily as a Clojure developer, and has recently taken up
designing new programming languages as a hobby. In her spare time, she works as a web developer for Comoyo, which is
like Hulu for non-Americans.
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We will bring the ingredients, and you get to do the baking!

With new low cost devices entering the market, access to the world of embedded computing is become more cost affordable.
And, with continued advances in Java and JVM languages, developers can easily begin creating innovative applications that
leverage these low cost devices. One extremely popular device developers can access is the Raspberry Pi. With an acquisition
cost around $35, this credit-card sized computer offers developers a springboard to quickly dive into the embedded world of
programming. The Raspberry Pi includes an ARM chip that is powerful enough to run a full version of Java SE including
code written in a wide array of JVM languages.

To participate fully, please bring a laptop that is setup for coding in your JVM language of choice. We will divide the class
into teams based on JVM language interest, distribute Raspberry Pis and hardware, and hack on various embedded projects
for the bulk of the session.

Stephen Chin

Oracle
@steveonjava

With new low cost devices entering the market, access to the world of embedded computing is become more cost affordable.
And, with continued advances in Java, developers can easily begin creating innovative applications that leverage these low
cost devices. One extremely popular device developers can access is the Raspberry Pi. With an acquisition cost around $35,
this credit-card sized computer offers developers a springboard to quickly dive into the embedded world of programming. The
Raspberry Pi includes an ARM chip that is powerful enough to run a full version of Java SE including JavaFX.

Workshop: Real Development Boot Camp in SWI-Prolog

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T09:00
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Locaton: Grand I

Most programmers encounter Prolog in a programming languages survey course, where the emphasis is on toy logic puzzles.
Unfortunately, this introduction perpetuates a stereotype of Prolog as a special purpose inference engine rather than what it is,
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a powerful general purpose programming language well adapted to agile programming.

Programmers who do discover SWI-Prolog's vast niftyness as a development environment have few resources for learning the
practical tips and tricks that are part of true facility in any language. This boot camp style workshop will focus on developing
practical facility with the SWI-Prolog IDE and http/ web framework.

Prerequisites
1. Familiarity with the basic Prolog paradigm (e.g. an undergraduate programming languages course, or reading Clocksin &
Mellish).
2. Hands on workshop. A laptop with software installed (See URL below before installing!)
3. Grab course materials at http://www.pathwayslms.com/swipltuts/strangeloop/
(I'll prep this nearer the date)

Anne Ogborn

University of Houston

Anne Ogborn is the virtual world specialist for the University of Houston Dept. of Health and Human Performance. Most of
their off-world development is in SWI-Prolog.

Workshop: Go hack session
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This is an open hack session on Go! Bring your laptop and hack on some Go problems with Eleanor ready to help.

This is a FREE session and no sign-up is required.

Eleanor McHugh

@feyeleanor

British hacker Ellie has a passion for the esoteric corners of programming and a history of demonstrating how Ruby can hold
its own against traditional systems languages.

When not coding Ellie is a responsible parent who just happens to enjoy polyhedral dice, home brewing and gothic music.

Workshop: AngularJS Fundamentals
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This is an introductory workshop where we will cover the foundation of AngularJS and the fundamental techniques needed to
get up and running. We are going to build an application from start to finish that covers all of the major components of
AngularJS and write tests the entire way. We will focus on proper application organization, best practices and testable code. 

Advanced AngularJS Techniques

In this workshop we are going to dig into some of the more advanced topics surrounding AngularJS. We will cover complex
directives, end to end testing, high level architectural considerations, build tools, etc. Over the course of the workshop, we will
stick to using common services and APIs so that we can focus on AngularJS. The isn't going to be an application you leave in
the MVC sandbox but a "real" AngularJS application you can take home and build off of. We are going to anchor all of this in
fun, real-life examples that include data visualization, animations and real-time collaboration.

Lukas Ruebbelke
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Matias NiemelÃ¤

@simpulton
@yearofmoo

Lukas Ruebbelke is a technology enthusiast and co-authoring AngularJS in Action for Manning Publications. His favorite
thing to do is get people as excited about new technology as he is. He runs the Phoenix Web Application User Group and has
hosted multiple hackathons with his fellow partners in crime.;Matias NiemelÃ¤ is a Finnish-Canadian software engineer and
web developer residing in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He spends his time diving deep into website architectures, contributing
to open source projects and producing knowledge dense web development and programming articles on his blog website
yearofmoo.com. Currently, Matias is working as a freelance software consultant through oDesk as well as with the Core
AngularJS team helping develop animations and enhance the documentation for AngularJS. He is always up for a chat on just
about anything web-related, and he will, without a doubt, breakdown any complicated subject matter easy to comprehend for
any audience.

Workshop: NoSQL Workshop: Discover NoSQL Development w Couchbase

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T09:00
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Locaton: Missouri Pacific

This 3 hours workshop will allow you to discover the basis of NoSQL Document oriented databases. This hands-on lab will
drive you through the key concepts NoSQL document databases 

- JSON Documents
- Key/Value databases
- Map Reduce
- Cluster Elasticity

You will learn how to install and configure Couchbase Server 2.0 and use your favorite language (Java, or otherâ€¦) to create
your first -or not- NoSQL application. 
If you want you will also learn how to integrate full text search into your application using the Couchbase Elastic Search
plugin.

Matt Ingenthron

Couchbase
@ingenthr

Matt is an experienced web architect with a software development background. He has deep expertise in building, scaling and
operating global-scale Java, Ruby on Rails and AMP web applications. In recent years, he has been a core developer on
Membase NoSQL open source technology, a contributor to the memcached project, and one of the maintainers of the Java
spymemcached client. He is a frequent speaker at technology conferences including MySQL 2011, MySQL 2010, OSCON
2010, Erlang Factory, Cloud Camp San Francisco, Silicon Valley Code Camp, and many others.

Workshop: Building your first MongoDB application

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T09:00
/etc
Locaton: Grand II

This workshop will introduce the features of MongoDB by building a simple location-based application using MongoDB. The
tutorial will cover the basics of MongoDBâ€™s document model, query language including geospatial, aggregation and map-
reduce frameworks and deployment architecture.

The tutorial will be divided into 4 sections:

* Data modeling with MongoDB: documents, collections and databases
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* Querying your data: simple queries, geospatial queries, and text-searching
* Writes and updates: using MongoDBâ€™s atomic update modifiers
* Trending and analytics: Using mapreduce and MongoDBâ€™s aggregation framework

Besides the knowledge to start building their own applications with MongoDB, attendees will finish the session with a
working application they use to check into locations around St. Louis from any HTML5 enabled phone!

Steve Francia

10gen
@spf13

Steve is the Chief Evangelist at 10gen where he built and leads the developer experience team responsible for drivers,
integrations, web, documentation and evangelism. Steve has been involved in open source for over 15 years and prefers to
code in Vim. He is the author of two O'Reilly books on databases (and development) and blogs at spf13.com.

Workshop: Unit-testing for iOS

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T09:00
/etc
Locaton: Grand III

Learn the why and the how of unit-testing for your iOS applications using Kiwi, a popular open-source testing library.

You will leave this workshop excited to apply what you've learned to start testing *your* iOS app. In fact, you'll probably
want to fire up your project in XCode straight afterwards!

We'll start with the basics, covering what unit-testing is (and isn't), and why it will be a valuable addition to your programming
toolbox. 

Having touching on some theory we'll then spend the majority of the workshop learning by doing. We'll start by setting up an
xCode project for testing with Kiwi, and quickly move on to writing our first simple test. 

After learning the basics with some isolated examples we'll move on to look at how to unit tests an real iOS app. As we go
we'll learn about mocking and stubbing, and when to make the decision not to test. We'll learn how to test in the context of a
CocoaTouch app, and how testing can positively influence the design of your app (hint: your app delegate and your view
controller isn't the only place to put your business logic!).

We'll wrap up by touching on some more advanced topics such as test-driven development, CI, and how to test asynchronous
code.

Pete Hodgson

ThoughtWorks
@ph1

Pete Hodgson is a consultant with ThoughtWorks, where he's spent the last few years helping teams become awesome at
sustainable delivery of high-quality mobile applications. Pete is on a mission to bring modern agile practices like continuous
integration and automated testing to the iOS development community. While working on an iOS application for a large
financial institution he helped create Frank, an automated acceptance testing tool for native iOS applications. He is now the
open-source maintainer for Frank, which has become a leading tool for automated testing.

09:30:00 AM

Workshop: Real-time: HTML5 and node.js

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T09:30
/etc

http://twitter.com/spf13
http://twitter.com/ph1


Locaton: NY Central

Waiting hundreds of milliseconds for an Ajax request from the browser to server and back... that's so 2009. Welcome the
(near)real-time, peer-to-peer-capable web of 2013, where round-trips of communication can take as little as a few dozen
milliseconds, nearly indistinguishable from instant, and sometimes don't even *need* a server at all.

We're going to take a look at HTML5's main real-time capabilities: WebSockets and WebRTC. We'll enable these with a
powerful but simple node.js back-end. And together, we'll build a multi-user, live-simultaneous-interaction app that helps sort
out where these technologies will fit best into our application toolbox.

Kyle Simpson

Getify Solutions
@getify

Kyle Simpson is a JavaScript Systems Architect from Austin, TX. He focuses on JavaScript, HTML5, web performance
optimization, and "middle-end" application architecture. If something can't be done in JavaScript or web stack technology,
he's probably bored by it. Kyle runs several open-source projects, writes books, and speaks at meetups and tech conferences.
He also helps drive the local startup/enterpreneurial community through events, coworking activities, etc.

01:30:00 PM

Workshop: Git, Illuminated

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: Grand I

Start using git: it feels like any other version control system. Notice how branching can improve your day: start to benefit. Step
off the happy path for one minute: _oh my god what did I do?_

This workshop shines a light on git, so you wonâ€™t ever panic again. It reveals the purposes of gitâ€™s stages and steps --
to make your project history as readable as your best source code. 

Emphasis on concepts and vocabulary (in pictures!) will light the way as you solve problems and choose among options.
Hands-on exercises will let you explore workflow alternatives, and then play "stump the instructor" with unexpected
repository states.

Topics include
* Mysteries of rebase and reset
* Radical collaboration with branches
* Telling a story by rewriting local history
* Suggested workflows, including git-flow
* Tooling: visualize your repository
* Tricks and tribulations

After this workshop, you wonâ€™t know how to do everything, but youâ€™ll know how to find out. Get ready to be the
go-to person when git goes awry, and bring your team a new dawn of efficient collaboration.

Jessica Kerr

@jessitron

Jessica Kerr spent a dozen years writing Java before starting the journey toward functional enlightenment. These days she
learns daily in Scala, with nighttime forays into Ruby. Her mission as a developer is continuous improvement, and git is a
favorite walking stick on that path. Her mission as a speaker is to bridge the gap between OO and FP, spreading her
excitement to programmers everywhere. In the last year and change, she spoke at ten conferences in four countries. Yet the
conference she loves most of all happens right here in her hometown, St. Louis!

http://twitter.com/getify
http://twitter.com/jessitron


Workshop: Your First Scala Web Application using Play! 2.1

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: Grand II

Martin Odersky and his team at Typesafe have brought the advent of the Scala language. To support the new language, the
Play! framework has been developed and released. Much like the Scala language itself, this new framework supports both
Java and Scala. Play is based on a lightweight, stateless, web-friendly architecture. It supports all of the major features needed
by a web framework, namely cookie handling, session handling, database access, data migrations, views and templates, a
testing framework, encryption, caching, content negotiation, and much, much more.

In this workshop, we'll be creating a simple web application from start to finish. You don't need to know a thing about Scala
or Play to attend. The application will include user authentication, form validation, error handling, security,
internationalization, views, database access, and other common web elements. We will utilize as many of the Play libraries as
makes sense to achieve this. By the end, you should have a general familiarity with Scala 2.10 and Play 2.1, be able to create
new applications, and do the common items necessary to establish a presence on the internet.

Matthew Barlocker

Lucid Software Inc

Matthew Barlocker is the Chief Architect at Lucid Software Inc (www.lucidchart.com). He graduated in 2008 from BYU
with a Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science. He's worked in the consulting, internet security, social gaming, and financial
industries. Given the variety of industries and companies, he is not tied to a particular language, framework, provider or
methodology; rather, he delivers solutions needed for the business at the time. Matthew lives in Utah, and loves racing around
in his Polaris RZR from Moab to the sand dunes to the salt flats. Despite the abundance of good snow and mountains nearby,
he cartwheeled down the mountain one too many times without a helmet to enjoy snowboarding.

Workshop: Defending Web Applications

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: NY Central

Web application defense is becoming increasingly more difficult as attackers gain skills and scripts become more powerful.
The problem we face as developers is that no matter how hard we try to protect our applications, the slightest mistake can turn
into a disaster. 

Join Aaron Bedra as he takes you through the basics of attacking and defending a web application. You will learn the basic
techniques for testing your applications and the corresponding defenses. Attendees will be given a vulnerable web application
that they will have to defend using the techniques learned throughout the day. At then end of the workshop, a capture the flag
competition will be available to students who want to test their new security knowledge.

Aaron Bedra

Braintree
@abedra

Aaron is the Application Security Lead at Braintree. He is the creator of Repsheet, a reputational intelligence engine for web
applications. Aaron is a co-author of Programming Clojure, 2nd Edition as well as a contributor to Clojure and many of the
Clojure Contributor Libraries.

Workshop: Intro to Datomic

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: Frisco/Burlington

http://twitter.com/abedra


This workshop will provide a hands-on introduction to Datomic, a non-relational database with support for ACID
transactions, horizontal read-scalability, and a unique data model that incorporates time. Datomic is written in Clojure, runs on
the JVM, and has native APIs for both Clojure and Java. This workshop will use examples in Clojure. Topics will include: an
overview of the Datomic architecture, the tuple-based data model, immutability, Datomic's view of time, queries with Datalog,
and transactions.

Each attendee should bring a laptop and be prepared to work on example code. Leiningen version 2.x (free download at
leiningen.org) is highly recommended. Some basic familiarity with Clojure syntax and the REPL is recommended.

Stuart Sierra

Relevance, Inc.
@stuartsierra

Stuart Sierra is a developer at Relevance, Inc., a member of Clojure/core, and the co-author of "Practical Clojure" (Apress,
2010) and "ClojureScript: Up and Running" (O'Reilly, 2012). He has been involved with many open-source technologies
including Clojure, ClojureScript, Ruby on Rails, Hadoop, and Solr.

Workshop: Hardware Hacking For The Rest Of Us

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: IL Central

The Maker movement has focused a great deal of attention on the emerging tools and technologies that are newly enabling
people to create innovative devices easily, quickly, and inexpensively. These technologies are significantly narrowing the gap
between having an idea and being able to build a solution in physical hardware. 
Yet many disciplines have not adopted these new powerful tools. This lack of adoption stems from reasons including
unfamiliarity, intimidation, lack of appreciation for their power and simplicity, etc. This workshop represents an effort to
overcome this lack of adoption. It is focused on delivering a hands-on experience designed to make Makers out of the
participants. People who are interested in the tools of making but donâ€™t know how to get started are the ideal attendees.
This workshop is not merely an introduction to Arduino or 3D printing. Instead, it is an exploration of how the new tools of
Making can be successfully applied to solving problems in any new domain.
This workshop specifically demonstrates the tools of Making in the â€œBig Dataâ€ domain. It will develop the ability to
prototype, build, and deploy a simple Arduino-based sensor platform. This sensor platform uses XBee wireless zigbee devices
to transmit the data to individual computers or to the Digi cloud through the iDigi gateway. The workshop covers basic Maker
skills, from programming Arduinos to soldering, to sensor integration to visualizing data on a computer.

Kipp Bradford

The Kippworks
@kippworks.com

Kipp Bradford is an educator, technology consultant, and entrepreneur with a passion for making things. He was the founder
or cofounder of start-ups in the fields of transportation, consumer products, HVAC, and medical devices, and holds numerous
patents for his inventions. Some of his more interesting projects projects have turned into Kippkitts.
Kipp co-founded Revolution By Design, a non-profit education and research organization dedicated to empowerment through
technology and co-organizes Rhode Islandâ€™s mini Maker Faire. As the Senior Design Engineer and Lecturer at the
Brown University School of Engineering, Kipp teaches several engineering design and entrepreneurship courses. He serves
on the boards of The Rhode Island Museum of Science and Art, The Providence Athenaeum, and the community arts
organization AS220. He is also on the technical advisory board of MAKE Magazine, is a Fellow at the College of Design,
Engineering and Commerce at Philadelphia University, and is an Adjunct Critic at the Rhode Island School of Design.

Workshop: From Installed to Productive in Julia

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: Grand III

http://twitter.com/stuartsierra
http://twitter.com/kippworks.com


Julia is a high-level, high-performance dynamic functional language with first-class types and homoiconic macros. Programs
are organized in a functional style; development workflows center on the REPL; types are flexible, useful, and dynamic;
syntax is clean and familiar. Where languages like OCaml and Haskell can feel filled with challenging ideas and focused on
ideological concerns, Julia feels as practical and easy to learn and use as Python. In fact, Julia is noticeably fun to write.

The goal of this workshop is to take you from having Julia installed to being able to fluently write small programs in it. The
workshop will cover Julia basics, such as syntax, development workflow, features of the REPL, and places to find
documentation and assistance. Effective uses of multiple dispatch and the dynamic type system in program design will be
highlighted. Specific features, such as the mechanics of running shell commands and writing macros will be covered. Julia is
mostly written in Julia, so some code examples will be sourced from the core Julia codebase.

Attendees will be expected to have Julia already installed, as there will be frequent hands-on exercises. Becoming more fluent
in the language requires that you write Julia code; the workshop will be filled with opportunities to do so.

Leah Hanson

@astrieanna

Leah is a programmer with an interest in lesser-known languages and technologies â€“ Rust, Julia, and the Haiku operating
system. A summer of writing OCaml as an intern at Jane Street completely convinced her of the value and practicality of
functional programming. While at Hacker School [1] this spring, she tried out Julia, wrote the WebSockets.jl package [2], and
fell in love with the language. Since then she has given several workshops on Julia and spent the summer at MIT adding opt-
in type â€œcritiquingâ€ (like type checking, but gentler) to the language. In the fall, she will return to finish an MSE at Johns
Hopkins University, where her thesis project will be the continuation of her type critiquing work.

[1]: http://www.hackerschool.com/
[2]: https://github.com/hackerschool/WebSockets.jl

Workshop: 21st Century Vim

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
/etc
Locaton: Missouri Pacific

Ever wonder why so many of the best developers insist on using an editor created before some of them were even born? After
attending this workshop, it'll all make sense.

We'll start with the essentials, like the modes, motions, operators, and commands that make up the "language" of Vim,
exploring how and why Vim works the way it does. (Even long-time users can expect some "ah ha!" moments here.) After
that, we'll move through a wide range of topics, including...

- Saving years of your life with macros
- Using Vim's ridiculously-overpowered regexes
- Key maps so cool you'll wish you had three more keyboards
- The unsung wonderfulness of registers
- Settings you didn't know existed and won't be able to live without
- Configuring customizations and customizing configurations
- The joys of a completely unnecessary thousand-line .vimrc
- Installing and managing all those must-have plugins
- Just enough Vimscript to make you really admire the people that wrote all those must-have plugins

...and more! (No, really. This is Vim -- there's *always* more.)

In short, this workshop will show you how to tailor Vim to your needs, use it most effectively, and integrate it into a modern
development workflow. Along the way, of course, we'll also cover dozens of tips, tricks, and techniques to make using Vim
more productive and fun.

Bill Odom

http://twitter.com/astrieanna
http://www.hackerschool.com/
https://github.com/hackerschool/WebSockets.jl


@wnodom

Bill has far too many years of experience as a systems architect and software developer, working on everything from wiki
software for Internet startups to global identity management solutions for Fortune 500 companies. Heâ€™s an active member
of the Open Source community, and even served as president of the Perl Foundation from 2005 through 2007 (but try not to
hold that against him). Heâ€™s also a long-time user and advocate of Vim, and has given many well-received classes and
presentations on Vim to several organizations throughout the US.

Workshop: Advanced AngularJS Techniques

Wednesday - 2013-09-18T13:30
Web
Locaton: Regency A

In this workshop we are going to dig into some of the more advanced topics surrounding AngularJS. We will cover complex
directives, end to end testing, high level architectural considerations, build tools, etc. Over the course of the workshop, we will
stick to using common services and APIs so that we can focus on AngularJS. The isn't going to be an application you leave in
the MVC sandbox but a "real" AngularJS application you can take home and build off of. We are going to anchor all of this in
fun, real-life examples that include data visualization, animations and real-time collaboration.

Lukas Ruebbelke

Matias NiemelÃ¤

@simpulton
@yearofmoo

Lukas Ruebbelke is a technology enthusiast and co-authoring AngularJS in Action for Manning Publications. His favorite
thing to do is get people as excited about new technology as he is. He runs the Phoenix Web Application User Group and has
hosted multiple hackathons with his fellow partners in crime.;Matias NiemelÃ¤ is a Finnish-Canadian software engineer and
web developer residing in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He spends his time diving deep into website architectures, contributing
to open source projects and producing knowledge dense web development and programming articles on his blog website
yearofmoo.com. Currently, Matias is working as a freelance software consultant through oDesk as well as with the Core
AngularJS team helping develop animations and enhance the documentation for AngularJS. He is always up for a chat on just
about anything web-related, and he will, without a doubt, breakdown any complicated subject matter easy to comprehend for
any audience.

Thursday - 2013-09-19

08:50:00 AM

Machine Learning for Relevance and Serendipity

Thursday - 2013-09-19T08:50
/etc
Locaton: Theater

Careful use of well-designed machine learning systems can transform products by providing highly personalized user
experiences. Unlike hand-tuned or heuristic-based personalization systems, machine learning allows for the use of millions of
different potential indicators when making a decision, and is robust to many types of noise. In this talk, I will discuss our
deeply-integrated use of machine learning and natural language processing for content discovery at Prismatic. Our real-time
personalization engine is designed to give our users not just the content they expect, but also a healthy dose of targeted
serendipity, all based on relevance models learned from usersâ€™ interactions with the site. We use sophisticated machine
learning techniques for topical classification of stories, to determine story similarity, make topic suggestions, rate the value of
different social connections, and ultimately to determine the relevance of a particular story for a particular user. I will go into

http://twitter.com/wnodom
http://twitter.com/simpulton
http://twitter.com/yearofmoo


detail describing our personalized relevance model, starting with a description of our problem formulation, then discussing
feature design, model design, evaluation metrics, and our experimental setup which allows quick offline proto-typing without
forcing users into the role of guinea pig. Our modelâ€™s combination of social cues, topical classification, publisher
information, and analysis of the userâ€™s prior interactions produces highly-relevant and often delightfully serendipitous
content for our users to consume.

Jenny Finkel

Prismatic
@jrfinkel

Jenny Finkel is Chief Software Architect at Prismatic, a ground-breaking news discovery app that is rapidly growing into its
second year of expansion. She studied for an undergraduate degree in Computer Science at Columbia, followed that up with
an MS and PhD in Computer Science at Stanford, and then did a post-doctoral fellowship at MIT and Columbia. During the
course of her academic career she published seventeen papers on machine learning and natural language processing, and
created the widely-used Stanford Named Entity Recognition software package.

She segued directly from education into her role at Prismatic as one of the original members of a burgeoning team that has
multiplied in numbers in the relatively short time since the company was founded.

04:40:00 PM

Making Software Development Make Sense to Everyone

Thursday - 2013-09-19T16:40
/etc
Locaton: Theater

In the scope of history, the field of software development has just begun - but its reach and impact is growing so quickly and
so robustly that thereâ€™s a real difficulty in keeping its growth both in perspective and in sync with the world at large.
Computerization permeates almost all aspects of modern society, and those who make the computers work are some of the
most sought-after professionals. Yet, we see challenges in finding enough quality developers, demonstrated imbalances in the
numbers of minorities among the developers we do have, and confusion about the best ways to create educational pathways
into the field. In short - software development, as a culture, could use a better human interface.

Letâ€™s understand why. Are the technical elements of developing software only suited to certain people? Are there artificial
barriers in place that turn away beginners? Is software development meant to be an activity pursued only by a small elite? Are
there other ways to communicate and educate about what we do? If so, do we need to explore them? Is what weâ€™re doing
already good enough?

Jen Myers

Dev Bootcamp
@antiheroine

Jen Myers is a web designer, front-end web developer and an instructor at Dev Bootcamp Chicago, an intensive web
development education program. In 2011, she founded the Columbus, Ohio chapter of Girl Develop It, a group that provides
introductory coding classes aimed at women, and she currently co-leads the Girl Develop It Chicago chapter. She regularly
speaks about topics related to design, education and diversity in the technology field and focuses on finding new ways to
make both technology and technology education accessible to everyone.

Friday - 2013-09-20

08:50:00 AM

http://twitter.com/jrfinkel
http://twitter.com/antiheroine


The Trouble With Types

Friday - 2013-09-20T08:50
/etc
Locaton: Theater

It's hard to find a topic that divides programming language enthusiasts more than the issue of static typing. To about one half
of the community, types are a godsend. They provide structure to organize systems, and reduce the tedium of having to write
unit tests. They prevent classes of runtime errors, make IDEs more helpful and provide a safety net for refactorings. To the
other half, static types are pointless ceremony or worse. They limit the freedom of expression, are in the way of rapid
prototyping, and make program code bulkier. Static types tend to increase the complexity of languages and their compilers and
making sense of opaque type error message is often an exercise in frustration.

Personally I am in the camp of static type advocates, even though I respect the opinions of the static type antagonists and
sympathize with them. The question is: What needs to happen to make static typing less controversial than it is today? Ideally,
a type system should refuse as many erroneous programs as possible, but accept all correct programs one would want to write.
It should provide useful documentation about interfaces but get out of the way otherwise. It should be simple to define, with a
clear semantics and a guarantee of correctness. But it should also be easy to learn and natural to use. The problem is that each
of these criteria can be met in isolation but combining them requires many difficult tradeoffs. 

In the talk I will give an outline of the main categories of static type systems as well as some new developments, and discuss
the tradeoffs they make.

Martin Odersky

Typesafe
@odersky

Martin Odersky is a co-founder of Typesafe, the creator of the Scala programming language, and a professor in the
programming research group at EPFL, the leading technical university in Switzerland. Throughout his career, Martin's
singular objective has been to make the basic job of writing programs faster, easier and more enjoyable. He wrote javac, the
compiler used by the majority of today's Java programmers, and scalac, the compiler used by the fast-growing Scala
community. He authored "Programming in Scala," the best-selling book on Scala. Previously he held positions at IBM
Research, Yale University, University of Karlsruhe and University of South Australia, after having obtained his doctorate in
1989 from ETH ZÃ¼rich as a student of Niklaus Wirth, the creator of Pascal.

03:30:00 PM

Keynote

Friday - 2013-09-20T15:30
/etc
Locaton: Theater

TBD

Douglas Hofstadter

Indiana University

Professor Hofstadter received his B.S. in mathematics from Stanford University (1965), and his M.S. and Ph.D. in physics
from the University of Oregon (1972, 1975). His Pulitzer-prize-winning book GÃ¶del, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden
Braid (1979) has had considerable impact on people in many disciplines, ranging from philosophy to mathematics to artificial
intelligence, to music, and beyond. He has written four other books, numerous articles, and, for a number of years, wrote a
column for Scientific American.

http://twitter.com/odersky


Thursday - 2013-09-19

09:50:00 AM

zip Code: Unpacking Data Compression

Thursday - 2013-09-19T09:50
Data
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

Data compression is so obviously useful that we take it for granted. From 'Content-Encoding: gzip' to video streaming to
tarballs, compression has long been an important part of every platform. Still, it doesnâ€™t have to be a black box â€“ all it
takes is a bit of information theory and some intuitions about patterns in data.

My presentation will cover the algorithms at the heart of most compression tools, as well as how to design protocols and data
formats to go with their flow. I'll start from the ground up (run-length, delta, and huffman coding), pick apart some and tools
we use every day (gzipâ€™s DEFLATE, bzipâ€™s Burrows-Wheeler transform), and then show how I wrote a library to
do decompression in under 50 bytes of RAM on a hard real-time embedded system.

Scott Vokes

Atomic Object
@silentbicycle

I've been programming since I was a kid. I'm interested in everything from embedded systems to distributed search platforms.
And bicycling.

I live in Grand Rapids, MI.

Curing your event processing blues with Rx

Thursday - 2013-09-19T09:50
Distributed systems
Locaton: Theater

Modern applications are highly connected applications, often consuming several asynchronous or stream-based services. This
makes users happy, but can easily lead to code that is a nightmare to develop and maintain. Enter Reactive Extensions, also
known as Rx. Rx can help tame callback hell and can abstract away the notion of time, turning asynchronous requests into
observable sequences. Just as we can query normal sequences such as collections, these observable sequences can be
composed through either standard query operators (e.g., filter, project, aggregate) or even temporal ones (e.g., â€œsample a
noisy event stream at 100ms intervalsâ€). 

In this talk, weâ€™ll cover the JavaScript and .NET versions of Rx, as well as related projects, such as Rx.rb and RxCpp.
Use Rx wisely, and may your web service never be crashed by the weight of its own popularity!

Donna Malayeri

Matthew Podwysocki

Microsoft
Microsoft
@lindydonna

Donna Malayeri is a developer on the Rx team at Microsoft and was previously the program manager of the F# team at
Microsoft. She has also worked on the Scala team at EPFL on projects such as the Scala Eclipse plugin and scaladoc. In a past
life, she lived in an ivory tower and earned a PhD in programming languages from Carnegie Mellon University.

http://twitter.com/silentbicycle
http://twitter.com/lindydonna


In her copious spare time, she sometimes writes provocative and controversialâ€”yet award-winning â€” papers for CMUâ
€™s prestigious SIGBOVIK conference, the de-facto premiere forum for all work in its (somewhat diverse) areas of focus.
;Matthew Podwysocki is a developer at Microsoft working with such teams as the Cloud Programmability Team, with a focus
on web based technologies. He works on such projects as the Reactive Extensions and is the primary author of the Reactive
Extensions for JavaScript. A self-avowed language geek he spends time toiling with Haskell, F#, JavaScript and other
languages and ways for democratizing data access.

Tracking Millions of Ganks in Near Real Time

Thursday - 2013-09-19T09:50
Distributed systems
Locaton: Centene Room

Riot Games's League of Legends supports millions of concurrent players at any given moment of the day. At that scale,
tracking even simple gameplay statistics results in the creation of terabytes of data that must be aggregated and presented to
players in near real-time. Scaling the system and developing additional features became difficult while using Riot's initial
technology choice for statistics, MySQL. To enable rapid iteration at scale, Riot moved to an eventually consistent key/value
store, Riak, and that's required us to start thinking about our data and how we model it in new ways. In this talk, I'll explore
how we are leveraging Riak for our next generation stats system. I'll discuss in detail why we chose to use Riak, how we
structure our data model and indexes, and our strategies for working with eventually consistent data.

Garrett Eardley

Riot Games

Garrett "Grizzly" Eardley is a software engineer at Riot Games. He is intimately acquainted with the difficulties of scaling the
distributed systems that power League of Legends' 32+ million monthly active players. Garrett holds an M.S. in Computer
Science from Washington University in St. Louis, where he currently resides with his wife, children, and beard.

Fast and Dynamic

Thursday - 2013-09-19T09:50
Languages
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

Dynamic programming languages have long had a reputation for being slow and inefficient. The perception was that more
expressive semantics necessarily require a cost in execution time. This is beginning to change as the performance gap between
static and dynamic languages is visibly closing with the work being done on optimizing JIT compilers for JavaScript, Python
and Lua. What does it take to make dynamic languages fast? What can we do to make them even faster? Follow me on a tour
of dynamic language optimization from Smalltalk and the LISP machine to Google V8 and beyond.

Maxime Chevalier-Boisvert

Universite de Montreal
@Love2Code

Maxime ChevaÂlier-Boisvert holds a masÂter's deÂgree from McGill UniÂverÂsity and is curÂrently purÂsuÂing a PhD at
UniÂverÂsitÃ© de MontrÃ©al as part of the DyÂnamic LanÂguage Team. Her area of study is compiler deÂsign and opÂ-
tiÂmizaÂtion, with a focus on dyÂnamic proÂgramÂming lanÂguages, JIT comÂpilÂers and type analyÂsis.

Visualization Driven Development

Thursday - 2013-09-19T09:50
Tools
Locaton: Midland States

How do software developers understand the code that they write? How do they diagnose and correct problems when they

http://twitter.com/Love2Code


appear? Most of the time they reach for unit tests, debuggers, REPLs, or logs. These tools work but have limitations.
Debuggers and REPLs show a single point in time on a single thread. Logs become huge and difficult to comprehend. Unit
tests cannot solve problems you didn't predict.

We've heard before that visualizations can help but we're tired of waiting for a future when these tools will be delivered. The
solution is to build our own interactive visualizations displaying the algorithms we're developing.

Visualization Driven Development is the practice of using interactive visualizations to understand the algorithms of our
applications. It works alongside and supplements traditional testing. This talk will demonstrate techniques for easily creating
these visualizations and connecting them to your code. I'll show simple but powerful examples using basic HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript and with more advanced visualization tools such as D3.

Jason Gilman

Element84
@jasongilman

Jason Gilman is a software engineer working for Element 84 in the DC area. He has been working with and developing high
performance systems for searching NASA Earth Science data for the last 8 years. He speaks at Java and Ruby meetups and
developer conferences and co-organizes the ClojureDC meetup.

10:40:00 AM

Graph Computing at Scale

Thursday - 2013-09-19T10:40
Distributed systems
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

Problem solving in the 21st century increasingly depends on the analysis of complex systems. Developing new drugs,
understanding risk in financial networks, searching for answers in knowledge graphs, personalization and recommendation in
social networks all require the analysis of systems composed of interconnected entities that exhibit complex behavior as a
whole. Graph computing provides a conceptual model and practical platform for developing such analyses.
This talk presents graph computing as an important component of every developer's toolbox. We introduce the Aurelius graph
cluster which is an open-source stack enabling graph computing at scale by building on distributed systems like Cassandra,
HBase, and Hadoop. This stack addresses challenging problems in graph partitioning, graph query language design and graph
algorithm development with solutions inspired by physics, biology and neuroscience.

Matthias Broecheler

Aurelius LLC
@mbroecheler

Dr. Matthias Broecheler is the lead developer of the distributed graph database Titan and has researched large scale graph
database systems for more than 5 years. His award-winning research includes high performance index structures and query
answering algorithms for graph structured data. In addition, he developed the Probabilistic Similarity Logic (PSL) machine
learning framework to analyze and reason about multi-relational data. Matthias holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the
University of Maryland.

Erlang for Authoritative DNS
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You should never write an authoritative DNS server, but if you do, Erlang is a pretty good choice of language for
implementing one. In this talk I will explain why we selected Erlang to develop our new authoritative DNS server for
DNSimple. I will show you features of the language that were beneficial to the development of the system and I will present
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examples of code demonstrating how those features are used.

I will also cover some of the challenges we faced when developing the application, including how we identified and overcame
specific performance bottlenecks.

Anthony Eden

Aetrion LLC dba DNSimple
@aeden

Anthony Eden is the founder of DNSimple and the perpetrator of numerous open source projects such as erl-dns,
ActiveWarehouse and Rails SQL Views. Anthony has also contributed to a wide variety of open source projects over the past
17 years as a software developer, using multiple languages including Java, Python, Ruby, Clojure and Erlang. Anthony has
spoken at various conferences in the US and Europe on topics such as Ruby, Rails and various software development
techniques and best practices. Anthony currently lives near Montpellier, France.

Building optimising compiler for Dart
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In early 2012 we started working on a completely new compilation pipeline for the already mature Dart virtual machine. Dart
designates itself as a class-based, object-oriented language with lexical scoping, closures, and optional static typing. But what
does this mean for the JIT compiler? This talk tries to show how Dart's language features affected design of the compilation
pipeline and how our experience with V8 JavaScript engine influenced our decisions.

Vyacheslav Egorov

Google
@mraleph

Vyacheslav Egorov is a software engineer at Google. He is primarily focused on technology behind virtual machines and
compilers, contributing to V8 JavaScript engine and Dart VM. Before joining Google he worked on a Java VM with an
ahead-of-time compiler at Excelsior LLC.

Simplifying Asynchronous Code With Scala Async
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Ever wished the compiler could make asynchronous programming easier? Enter Scala Async. Do asynchronous I/O like
"normal" blocking I/O, program with Futures and Promises even more naturally! Scala Async makes it possible to "suspend"
at arbitrary points in a block of regular Scala code, and to "resume" from that point later--all without blocking. This not only
makes it possible to make concurrent code look sequential, it makes it possible to actually use even the most unfamiliar
asynchronous libraries in a familiar blocking style. Whatâ€™s more, not only does it come out-of-the-box seamlessly
integrated with the Futures and Promises API of Scala 2.10, but you can also easily use it with any other event-driven Scala or
Java library of your choice.

Philipp Haller

Typesafe
@philippkhaller

Philipp Haller has been a member of the Scala team since 2006. His research on concurrent programming with race-free actors
in Scala has been published in leading conferences, winning a best paper award. He is the creator of Scalaâ€™s first actors
library which inspired Akka, as well as a contributor to the Scala language, standard library, and tools. Co-author of the book
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"Actors in Scala", Philipp has been one of the lead designers of Scalaâ€™s new Futures API (SIP-14) as well as Scala
Async. He holds a PhD in Computer Science from EPFL.

Chrome Security
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Chrome is a web browser built for the modern web driven by three guiding principles: speed, simplicity, and security. This
talk will focus on Chrome security. We will go over current online threats and some of the ways Chrome protects users, along
with Chrome's philosophies, successes, and ongoing challenges to doing security in a browser.

Parisa Tabriz

Google Inc.
@laparisa

Parisa Tabriz is Google's "Security Princess" - that's her real job title! She has worked on information security at Google for
more than 6 years, starting as a "hired hacker" software engineer for Google's security team. As an engineer, she found and
closed security holes in Google's web applications, and taught other engineers how to do the same. Her motto: do know evil!

Today, Parisa manages Google's Chrome security engineering team, whose goal is to make Chrome the most secure platform
to browser the web and keep users safe when doing so. In 2012, she was selected by Forbes as one of the
http://www.forbes.com/pictures/lmf45fdij/parisa-tabriz/">30 under 30 pioneers in technology. When she's not hacking on
code, she likes to escape the warm buzz of Silicon Valley to take pictures of far away places or go hiking and rock climbing in
the mountains.

12:00:00 PM

The History of Women in Technology
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From general programming to documentation to compiler innovations, women have been instrumental in advancing the
computing industry. Let's take a trip through the history of computing and meet some of the women who helped get our
industry to where it is today.

Some of the inspiring women we'll meet include:

* Ada Byron - founder of Scientific Computing
* Grace Murray Hopper - mother of COBOL
* The ENIAC crew - Kay McNulty, Betty Jean Jennings, Betty Snyder, Marlyn Mescoff, Fran Bilas, Ruth Lichterman
* Adele Goldstine - Wrote the operators manual for the ENIAC
* Frances Allen - First female to win the Turing award, known for her compiler optimizations
* Mary Lou Jepsen - Founder and CTO of One Laptop Per Child
* Barbara Liskov - Liskov substitution principle

Sarah Dutkiewicz

Cleveland Tech Events
@sadukie

Sarah Dutkiewicz is a seasoned technology professional and has been working in a variety of technologies for over a decade.
Her well-rounded background includes roles as technical support, desktop support, database administrator, system
administrator, professional developer, and business owner. She has a reputation for being a programming language junkie -
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having worked with or spoken on IronPython, Squeak, PowerShell, C#, VB, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, and many others.
Sarahâ€™s many community activities include blogging, running a technical community website, planning events, book
writing, and speaking at local and regional conferences. Sarah is the owner of Cleveland Tech Consulting, LLC and the
owner and administrator of Cleveland Tech Events. She is a co-author and technical editor of Automating Microsoft Windows
Server 2008 R2 with Windows PowerShell 2.0 (ISBN 1118013867, Sybex).

01:00:00 PM

Software for Programming Cells
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Cells are the building blocks of all life. If we could program living cells as effectively as we program digital computers, we
could make fundamental breakthroughs in the treatment of disease and the development of sustainable agriculture, while also
gaining insight into the workings of life itself. In spite of this promise there are still many challenges to overcome. First and
foremost, programming cells remains highly complex and error-prone, and we have reached a point where powerful computer
software is needed to accelerate further progress. This session presents our web-based software for programming cells
including molecular circuits and genetic computation devices. We present a molecular program of an optimal consensus
algorithm and show results of the working system compiled into DNA. The session demonstrates a software tool chain for
characterising genetic parts that can be combined into genetic devices for programming cell function. Just as software for
programming digital computers heralded a new era of technology, software for programming cells could enable new
applications of biotechnology.

Colin Gravill

Microsoft Research

Colin is a research software developer in the Biological Computation group at Microsoft Research Cambridge. He has worked
in fluid dynamics, earthquake simulation, terahertz spectroscopy, and is now helping to apply programming methods to the
messy world of biology. He graduated from Durham University in Natural Science and studies Synthetic Biology in-between
trying to write better JavaScript.

Real-World Datomic: An Experience Report
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This talk will explain Datomic from the perspective gained in implementing and optimizing a real-world production system.
We will emphasize understanding the Datomic indexing process, since an understanding of Datomic hinges on grasping its
indexes. Attendees will come away "leveled up" in their understanding of the relationship between schema, query behavior,
and the operational characteristics of the transactor. While no previous Datomic experience is required, the simplicity of
Datomic's architecture means we will be able to quickly move past introductory material into an understanding of the
underlying mechanisms, in the context of a real-world problem.

Craig Andera

Relevance
@craigandera

Craig is a consultant with Relevance, where he has achieved "nerdvana" in being able to work every day with at least one of
Clojure, ClojureScript, and/or Datomic. He has several decades of experience building large-scale, web-based systems for
customers.

How does text become data?

http://twitter.com/craigandera
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With public advances such as Watson and Siri, the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) seems poised to enter into
every aspect of the way we interact with computer. But how do we make NLP flexible and practical? When people
communicate online, they use their knowledge of the world to talk creatively about everything from products to news. Gaining
meaning from this text means going beyond set keywords and ontologies to a deep understanding of most of the explicit and
implicit ways of communicating. How can you quantify it and make decisions with it? How do you compare it and put error
bars on it?

We explain how concept-based text understanding solves this problem and explain, with example and code, how you can do it
yourself. We'll also explain how we've been building models of how people think about the world and how these models can
be built into useful tools such as search engines, recommender systems, and classifiers.

Catherine Havasi

Rob Speer

Luminoso
Luminoso
@LuminosoInsight

Dr. Catherine Havasi has been researching language and learning for nearly fifteen years. In addition to being CEO of
Luminoso, she is a research scientist in artificial intelligence and computational linguistics at the MIT Media Lab. She co-
founded the Open Mind Common Sense project, which uses information about the world to understand natural language text
and make computers easier to use. She is also active in education, previously co-founded Learning Unlimited.;Rob Speer is an
alumnus of the MIT Media Lab, and now brings his expertise in natural language processing to the CTO position at
Luminoso. At MIT, he led the development of recent versions of ConceptNet, the open-source, multilingual knowledge base
created based on the crowd-sourced AI project Open Mind Common Sense. His M.Eng. thesis presented a new way for
computers to understand semantics based on a dimensionality-reduced representation of ConceptNet. He has also contributed
open-source code for natural language processing that has become part of Python's popular Natural Language ToolKit
(NLTK) and been published in the O'Reilly book Natural Language Processing with Python.

Evolution of Scala macros
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Let's take a journey to the internals of Scala macros!

We will start off in the early days of macros in Scala and the initial design of def macros, which ended up in the production
release of Scala 2.10. We will also take a look at the popular use cases and patterns characteristic for our macro system.

Afterwards we are going to learn about macro paradise, a spawning pool for the new ideas, and get acquainted with its
inhabitants: type macros, untyped macros, inference macros, jitted macros and macro annotations. Then, in the next act our
new friends will try to make it into Scala 2.11, only to be stopped by the keepers of the Scala typechecker.

The narration will culminate when in addition to discovering a threat coming from the new macros, we find out that Scala 2.10
is already infiltrated. After the two forces collide, the next generation of macros in born, having two faces: blackbox macros
and whitebox macros.

The next generation of macros brings peace to the macroland, and happiness ensues. But in the meanwhile, far away in macro
paradise, macro annotations are getting mature, planning to try their luck in 2.12...

Eugene Burmako

http://twitter.com/LuminosoInsight


Ã‰cole Polytechnique FÃ©dÃ©rale de Lausanne
@xeno_by

Being a metaprogramming aficionado, I believe that metaprogramming can be applied to mainstream programming in a safe
and disciplined way. Since fall 2011, as a member of the Scala team and Martin Odersky's PhD student, I am realizing this
vision in the Scala macros project. Before joining EPFL I was experimenting with metaprogramming for CLR. My projects in
this area include Relinq, a bidirectional LINQ to JavaScript transformer, and Conflux, a library that crosscompiles C# into
CUDA.

Functional Reactive Programming in Elm
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Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) is a simple and elegant way to design and structure interactive code, from games and
user interfaces to robotics. Elm is a young functional language that brings this approach to the web, allowing you to easily
create complex interfaces with shockingly few lines of code.

This talk will fully explain the key concepts of Functional Reactive Programming and how these ideas can help you write
better programs in any language. It will show how FRP can entirely avoid callback hell, and it will build up to live-coding a
surprisingly concise and readable Mario game. You will leave this talk knowing how to write games with FRP.

Evan Czaplicki

Prezi
@czaplic

I am a functional programmer at heart, and my broad goal is to provide the tools and learning resources to make functional
languages common in industry. I work full-time to develop Elmâ€™s compiler, tools, and community to make it a great
choice for web and cross-platform projects.

I recently moved from Google to Prezi to work on Elm full-time, so I split my time between Preziâ€™s two main outposts:
San Francisco and Budapest.

01:50:00 PM

Clojure core.async
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There comes a time in all good programs when components or subsystems must stop communicating directly with one
another. This is often achieved via the introduction of queues between the producers of data and the consumers/processors of
that data. This architectural indirection ensures that important decisions can be made with some degree of independence, and
leads to systems that are easier to understand, manage, monitor and change, and make better use of computational resources,
etc.

The objectives of core.async are:

- To provide facilities for independent threads of activity, communicating via queue-like channels.
- To support both real threads and shared use of thread pools (in any combination), as well as ClojureScript on JS engines.
- To build upon the work done on CSP and its derivatives, e.g. Java CSP and the Go programming language.

This talk will cover the motivation, design and use of the new Clojure core.async library.

Rich Hickey
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Datomic
@richhickey

Rich Hickey, the author of Clojure and designer of Datomic, is a software developer with over 20 years of experience in
various domains. Rich has worked on scheduling systems, broadcast automation, audio analysis and fingerprinting, database
design, yield management, exit poll systems, and machine listening, in a variety of languages.

Tastes Great, Less Wordy: Document NLP (For Beer)
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Natural Language Processing (NLP) is among the oldest of Computer Science fields, dating back at least to the 1950s. In this
talk I'll present a crash course in basic NLP, focusing on tools to perform document-level summarization and understanding.
Specifically, I'll go through TFâ€¢IDF and topic modeling (Latent Dirichlet Allocation mostly). We'll use these techniques to
make sense of the language people use on the web when describing beer. I'll introduce a dataset containing more than 3
million paragraph length reviews of 150,000 beers.

We'll use this data to create a concise description for any commercially available beer. These descriptions will draw out the
differences between the different techniques, at an intuitive level. We will then look at ways to quantify the distance between
documents, which will then be used to show how similar different beers are. By the end of this talk, the audience should have
enough of an understanding to use document-level NLP and be able to apply it to their own corpora of interest. And they may
learn a few things about beer.

Ben Fields

In Our Cellar
@alsothings

Ben is obsessed with data, beer, and music, not necessarily in that order. He recently left a job as a data scientist with
Musicmetric to work on getting beer availability on the Web, properly, as the co-founder and head of product for In Our
Cellar. Prior to that he received a PhD from the Intelligent Sound and Music Systems group in the Computing Department at
Goldsmith University of London. His work there focused on merging social and acoustic similarity spaces to drive playlist
creation and related user-facing systems. He is an expert on metadata, structured data, the semantic web and recommendation
systems. In his spare time, he is a co-chair of the annual international Workshop On Music Recommendation And Discovery,
has given an Ignite London talk about beer styles, occasionally DJs, is an accredited beer judge and homebrews beer. He
thinks bios in the third person are weird but figures thatâ€™s how theyâ€™re meant to be written.
(my photo is cc-by Thomas Bonte http://www.flickr.com/photos/thomasbonte/6781882981)

Building a Multi-Master Distributed Redis in Erlang
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We'll cover the process of building a Highly Available NoSQL database that speaks the Redis protocol - Edis. It's a Redis
clone written in Erlang that provides a Multi-Master alternative to Redis single point of Failure. Edis is open source, allows
pluggable backends, and implements the paxos algorithm to do leader election among multiple peer nodes. This makes Edis a
bit like Riak but ... different in that there is still a single authority for atomic operations like INCR, DECR, etc. This talk will
be fascinating for NoSQL fans, people curious about functional languages like Erlang and the OTP platform, and people who
want to learn more about distributed computing.

Chad DePue

Inaka
@chaddepue
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Chad is the founder of Inaka, a consultancy of 25 developers that focuses on end-to-end apps for startups and has a number of
high-profile clients such as Viacom, Fox, and successful startups such as Whisper. His background is in Microsoft Visual
Studio and as a former VP of Engineering at Good technology. He speaks on functional programming languages like Erlang
and Elixir, NoSQL databases and Entrepreneurship.

Pickles & Spores: Improving Distributed Prog. in Scala
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FULL TITLE:
On Pickles and Spores: Improving Scala's Support for Distributed Programming

ABSTRACT:
Functional programming languages are often sold as the future of distributed programming. Yet, despite all of the hype, a
number of fundamental requirements of distributed systems remain quite painful to achieve in practice. You can't really send
closures, and persisting data typically requires a lot of boilerplate, is slow, or is locked-in to a specific serialization format.

This talk presents some of our efforts at better supporting distributed programming in Scala. We present a new fast pickling
framework designed for Scala, as well as Spores-- composable pieces of mobile functional behavior.

Scala's new pickling framework has a few attractive properties: (1) using the framework requires little to no boilerplate, (2)
using Scala's implicit parameters, users can add their own easily-swappable pickle format enabling users to persist to a number
of formats, binary, JSON, or your own custom format, (3) using the type class pattern, users can provide their own custom
picklers to override the default behavior of the pickling framework, (4) static, macro-based generation of picklers enables
significant performance improvements. In microbenchmarks our framework achieves a factor 6 speedup over Java
Serialization, and performs on par or up to 3 times faster than popular fast Java serialization frameworks like Kryo. We'll show
how this new framework can be used as a drop-in replacement for other serialization frameworks. 

Spores are well-behaved, composable pieces of functional behavior that can be cleanly pickled, transported over the wire,
unpickled, and more. We'll cover some important application areas for spores, interesting patterns that they can make possible,
and we'll go on to hint at new and interesting distributed frameworks that they could enable.

Heather Miller

Scala Team, EPFL
@heathercmiller

Heather Miller has been a member of the Scala team, and a PhD student under Martin Odersky, since 2011. Alongside of her
research which touches on providing better language support for distributed programming, and deterministic abstractions for
parallel and concurrent programming, she is a regular contributor to Scalaâ€” she was on the team that designed Scala's
Futures & Promises, is responsible for improving several aspects of Scala documentation (API docs, guides, tutorials,
quickrefs, including docs.scala-lang.org), and leads the now 90,000-student-strong Coursera massive open online course, â
€œFunctional Programming Principles in Scala.â€

Taking PHP Seriously
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PHP is as often maligned as it is widely used. Conventional wisdom is that PHP is an inferior language, whose popularity is
due solely to legacy effects. The success of projects written in PHP, according to this framing, proves only that with enough
thrust, even pigs can fly.

This point of view glosses over some critical details. PHP has made unusual choices in the design space of programmer
workflow, concurrency, and shared state. Even relative to its peer dynamic languages, these choices increase developer
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efficiency, reduce the opportunity for bugs, and limit the cost of bugs that slip through. These benefits have actively
contributed to the technical and social success of Facebook, WordPress, MediaWiki, Drupal, and many other PHP software
efforts.

This talk examines the strengths that, whether by design or accident, have made PHP a dominant language in its niche. Even if
you never use PHP, its success holds lessons for other environments. We will also highlight Facebook's attempts at remedying
the inconsistencies and misfeatures in the core language, while maintaining PHP's strengths.

Keith Adams

Facebook
@keithmadams

Keith Adams is a Virtual Machinist at Facebook. He is one of the initial designers and implementers of HHVM, the open
source PHP JIT that runs Facebook's front-end. Through a series of mostly fortunate events, Keith became a founding
member of The I-can't-believe-I'm-a-PHP-advocate Club.

Before working at Facebook, Keith worked on VMware's virtual machine monitor. He holds a B.Sc. in Computer Science
from Brown University.

03:00:00 PM

Continuum: A JS (ES6) VM Written in JS (ES3)
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Continuum is an ECMAScript 6 (draft) virtual machine written in ECMAScript 3. In this talk we'll go through an overview of
what Continuum does, how it works, and why it's useful.

Continuum maintains compatibility with all popularly used JS engines in use today (IE8, modern browsers, Node.js). While
Continuum isn't efficient enough to use in production code, we will explore how it is useful for quickly experimenting with
new language features, try new ways of debugging and visualization, and a view of the ECMAScript specification as
implemented in terms of itself.

We will walk through the lifetime of a line of JavaScript code: parsing the source code, compilation to bytecode, linking
between modules, and interpreting the bytecode in an ES6 runtime environment using a stack machine. We will see how
Continuum relies on the host engine for some functionality such as memory management, but still implements nearly the entire
ES6 specification in idiomatic JavaScript.

Finally, we will visit the JavaScript standard library in Continuum. The stdlib is self-hosted, having been written in ES6, and
comprises approximately 30% of Continuum's code. We will look at a few of the implementations of JavaScript builtin classes
such as Array, Function, Map, and Object.

Brandon Benvie

Mozilla
@benvie

Brandon Benvie is a Developer Tools Engineer at Mozilla working on the Firefox devtools. He has long focused on making
tools and libraries for developers and has an obsession for using colors to convey information.

Functional Vectors, Maps, and Sets in Julia
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Julia is positioned as a fast dynamic language for technical computing. Perhaps less obvious is that it's just a hair's breadth
away from being a practical functional language, featuring first-class generic functions, expressive types, and multiple
dispatch. What it's missing is a set of functional data structures, but we're going to change that.

This talk will build up an implementation of a functional and persistent vector, hash map, and set. I'll show how the three can
be built on top of the same fundamental data structure, and how a few simple optimizations can lead to big performance wins.
There will be code.

Zach Allaun

Hacker School
@riotonthebay

Zach dropped out of college and into Hacker School, where he works as a facilitator hacking on whatever he fancies. Lately
that's been Julia, though in the past it's been Clojure or Python.

Linear Logic Programming
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Logic programming's core principle, treating proof search as computation, allows for concise and flexible encodings of
systems as sets of rules, allowing for search algorithms to leave out the bureauocratic details of state space traversal.

By default, most logic programming systems use classical first-order logic as their underlying logic. In this talk, we discuss
what new programming primitives are made available by changing the underlying logic to the less-conventional /linear/ logic,
in which the unit of meaning is "availability as a resource" rather than "permanent truth". 

This talk will cover how linear logic programming, via the logical framework and experimental
programming language Celf, can be used to capture idioms related to state change and resource usage in a totally declarative
fashion. Some possible example applications to be covered: state machines, narrative situations, interactive applications.

Chris Martens

Carnegie Mellon University
@chrisamaphone

Chris Martens is a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon University studying logic and programming languages. She is interested
in using abstract ivory-tower concepts like type and proof theory for their ability to make high-level ideas quickly executable,
and she's working on making those concepts available to creative domains like interactive media and games in addition to
more conventional software systems.

Bust the Android Fragmentation Myth
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Designers and developers have been afraid of the variety of Android flavors for way too long. Android borrows a lot of
concept from the web, and we can use the same techniques to cater to the different OS versions and form factors.

Be responsive. Forget about absolute coordinates. Embrace the relative, use resource folders to differentiate among screen
sizes, much like CSS media queries.

Be progressive. Take advantage of the latest Android functionalities, but gracefully fall back to the basics when you are on
older OS versions. Remember the days when not all browsers have javascript?
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Best of all, you donâ€™t need a huge team to do this. I run a one-person company, and I will show you how I applied these
techniques to my apps Monkey Write and Heart Collage.

Chiu-Ki Chan

Square Island LLC
@chiuki

Chiu-Ki started writing mobile apps at Google, where she worked on Google Mobile Maps for Android. After a brief stint in
web development at two startups, she is now back to her mobile roots with her own company for app development. Her apps
include "Monkey Write" for learning Chinese writing and "Heart Collage" for snapping photos to stitch into a heart.

Xiki: GUI and Text Interfaces are Converging
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A live demo of the new version of Xiki. Xiki is part of an emerging trend: the convergence of text and GUI. Xiki is like a
shell console but better. It lets you execute shell commands and code snippets to controls your web browser, databases, APIs
and other tools using text alone, right from a text editor. It uses an extremely simple wiki-inspired text syntax that unifies menu
interfaces, files, and code.

In Xiki, you type out new menu interfaces as text, and immediately begin using what you typed (the text itself) as GUI menus.
You then create inline code snippets, or any combination of dirs, classes, scripts (in various languages), templates, and data
files to provide dynamic behavior.

Xiki can be used as an IDE, a rapid prototyping tool, an interface design tool, or an embedded library (a ruby gem) in other
apps.

See demos of the simplified text syntax being used to quickly create elemental but useful menus, then scaling to create
sophisticated interfaces for tools including git, mysql, mongodb, rails, node.js, rspec, jquery, threejs, and many others.

You can interact with Xiki menus you obtain or create via a text editor, a mobile-ish web interface, via shell commands, or as
a web service.

Craig Muth

@xiki

Craig Muth has been evolving Xiki for over 10 years. He is the founder of Memorize.com, and the founder/organizer of the
ProtoNight.com pair programming hack events in San Francisco.
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Creative Machines
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Alan Turing set out to find the answer to the question: "Can machines think?".
Part of his question targeted creativity and the idea could machines write poetry? 

Can machines be creative is the question of this talk. 

Creativity exists in the world of romance, a hard target for machines. Machines being creative forces us to ask hard questions
about their place as artists and where their art stands in our world. 
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Could you distinguish between a machine's creative attempts and a humans? We will start our journey down the path of
discovering a new generation of AI artists born through code. We will look into their hearts and brains examining different
algorithms/techniques and there effectiveness at exhibiting creativeness.

Can machines be creative?

Joseph Wilk

SoundCloud
@josephwilk

Developer at SoundCloud helping shape the future of music on the Internet.

Category Theory: An Abstraction for Anything
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Category theory provides a mathematically sound foundation on which we can create collections of objects and express
morphisms between them. Together, along with a few simple rules, a collection of objects and morphisms forms a category to
which we can apply many useful results, such as the uniqueness of an identity morphism. Furthermore, once we have a
category in hand, we can formally explore the relationships it has with other categories, deducing powerful and practical
abstractions. 

The power of category theory lies in the relative simplicity and accessibility of its definitions. From just a handful of
straightforward concepts, we can formalize many concrete ideas such as directed acyclic graphs, currying, polymorphic
functions, and Haskell itself. This talk will introduce the basics of category theory, while simultaneously diving into specific
programming-related examples of categories, functors, and natural transformations. In addition to exploring profound and
beautiful concepts, this talk aims to provide you with the tools necessary to recognize category-theoretical patterns in your
own programming projects.

Alissa Pajer

Precog
@alissapajer

Alissa Pajer works as an Engineer at Precog, programming full-time in Scala. Before her coding days she studied pure
mathematics, earning a Bachelors from Carleton College and a Masters from the University of Colorado. She currently lives in
Boulder where she's known to run up mountains.

Functional Generative & Simulation Testing for Web Apps

Thursday - 2013-09-19T15:50
Architecture
Locaton: Centene Room

Thereâ€™s been a lot of buzz recently about generative testing, and how theyâ€™re â€œsuperiorâ€ to good olâ€™ unit-
testing or TDD. Thereâ€™s also been talk of simulation testing, which takes generative testing to its next logical level.

Most of the discussion, and certainly the examples, have focused on testing things like compilers or games like checkers or
chess, which all have a mathematical (or at least a formal) basis. Such programs have very well specified requirements, and are
thus easier to reason about, and generative tests are easier to apply.

But how do you do this stuff for real, actual applications that youâ€™re building today? How does this apply to the messy,
spongy requirements you have to deal with these days?

http://twitter.com/josephwilk
http://twitter.com/alissapajer


After all, the lure of generative & simulation testing is really strong - how cool would it be to really test your program against
all kinds of input? Wow! And to, perhaps, simulate actual production runs? Not just for a few example scenarios, but for real,
life-like users, and for simulated duration of days, weeks, months, or even years?! To be able to compress time, so you donâ
€™t actually wait for clock-time to get the test results? To be able to find those problems that only ever occur out there in
production? To essentially simulate reality itself? In the safe confines of a test environment? Thatâ€™d be something!

This talk is about doing this for real-world applications. It will show you how to use these techniques for your own shiny new
mobile app or web application. Weâ€™ll also share how weâ€™re using these techniques at Zolo Labs (weâ€™re a
Clojure/Datomic/Storm shop), and how understanding and using these approaches has changed how we think about TDD and
testing in general.

Amit Rathore

Zolo Labs
@amitrathore

CEO, Zolo Labs, a new Clojure/Datomic/Storm startup. Their first product is Zolodeck: an automated personal relationships
manager. 

Amit is the author of Clojure in Action, and to also the Chief Technologist at Runa, another Clojure-based big-data startup that
uses machine learning, predictive modeling, and real-time targeted offers to increase eCommerce sales; 

Previously: ThoughtWorks, IBM.

A Relational Exploration of the Chomsky Hierarchy

Thursday - 2013-09-19T15:50
Languages
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

We will show how to encode deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata, push-down automata, and Turing Machines
in miniKanren, a domain-specific language for relational (pure logic) programming. In addition to accepting strings for a given
language, these relational automata and Turing Machines can generate strings in the language (as well as strings *not* in the
language!). When running backwards, these relations will also generate associated data structures, such as the stack in a push-
down automata. A relational implementation of the Chomsky Hierarchy demonstrates the power of relational programming,
while providing insight into the working of automata and Turing Machines.

Daniel Friedman

William Byrd

Indiana University
University of Utah
@dfried00
@webyrd

Daniel P. Friedman is Professor of Computer Science at Indiana University. He is co-author of The Little Schemer, The
Seasoned Schemer, The Reasoned Schemer, Scheme and the Art of Programming, and Essentials of Programming
Languages, 3rd Edition, all published by MIT Press.;William E. Byrd is a Postdoctoral Researcher in the School of
Computing at the University of Utah. He is co-author of The Reasoned Schemer, and co-designer of several declarative
languages: miniKanren (logic programing), Harlan (GPU programming), and Kanor (cluster programming). His StarCraft 2
handle is 'Rojex' (character code 715).

Julia: The Design Impact of Multiple Dispatch

Thursday - 2013-09-19T15:50
Languages
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

http://twitter.com/amitrathore
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Multiple dispatch, while by no means a new idea, has been taken further in Julia and its standard library than in any other non-
research system. Organizing code around generic functions turns out to have significant implications for program design and
structure. Rather than functions being closed operations whose behavior can be completely circumscribed, generic functions
become the locus of abstract concepts with open, extensible implementations. Examples of such concepts are â€œ+â€ for
addition or â€œsearchâ€ for finding elements, subsequences or patterns in collections. Being forced to factor APIs into
abstract and extensible yet well-defined concepts-as-values is both a blessing and a curse. Itâ€™s hard to do, but once done,
allows code to be written generically in terms of those concepts, and be automatically applicable to new types. Julia leverages
this throughout its standard library, even for things as basic as promoting arguments of numeric operations to a common type.
In a sense, multiple dispatch unifies functional programming and object-orientation: the ability to add new methods to
functions gives the extensibility and openness of OO, yet this open-ended bundle of functionality is collected into a first-class
value that can be used in higher-order programming.

Stefan Karpinski

MIT
@StefanKarpinski

Stefan Karpinski is one of the co-creators and core developers of the Julia language. He is an applied mathematician and data
scientist by trade, having worked at Akamai, Citrix Online, and Etsy, but is currently a research scientist at MIT, focused on
advancing Juliaâ€™s design, performance, scalability, documentation, and community.

Friday - 2013-09-20

09:50:00 AM

How Developers can treat Ovarian Cancer

Friday - 2013-09-20T09:50
Architecture
Locaton: Midland States

I have spent the past year and a half building an evidence-based engine intended to help oncologists treat cancer patients, more
effectively. Our application leverages the exciting boom in Next Generation sequencing technologies to allow treatment
choices to take into account the patientâ€™s genetic makeup. 
As a developer, this project has afforded me a unique insight into the commercialization of Genomics, Bioinformatics and
Oncology. We became particularly privy to the challenges that exist in going from research to industry in these fields. We
were forced to innovate to overcome the hurdles we encountered, but in the end, we successfully deployed a version of the
engine for Clearity Foundation to scale treatment for Ovarian Cancer patients. I look forward to sharing some of the
considerable learning I did from my work within such a rapidly changing and critical field. Especially around our creative use
of technologies like Clojure, Neo4J and others.

Mridula Jayaraman

Thoughtworks Inc.
@MridsJayaraman

Mridula Jayaraman is a Consultant Developer at ThoughtWorks Inc. She has been with them for 3 years. During her career at
the company, she has worked with many industries ranging from Retail, Airlines and Medical Technologies. Before
ThoughtWorks, she completed her Masters in Bioinformatics from the University of Michigan Medical School. The Ovarian
Cancer Project4 has allowed her to leverage her educational background in helping the development team successfully build
an application for Clearity Foundation.
Mridula is passionate about open source technology. Development teams often build small tools and utility suites to help them
on projects. She feels they should be diligent in open sourcing these tools when possible. This can aid and prevent scores of
others from reinventing the wheel.

http://twitter.com/StefanKarpinski
http://twitter.com/MridsJayaraman


CQRS with Erlang

Friday - 2013-09-20T09:50
Architecture
Locaton: Centene Room

Erlang an industry-proven functional programming language that simplifies writing reliable, concurrent, distributed systems.

CQRS is an architectural pattern that separates commands (which mutate state) from queries (which return values). With
CQRS the "read" data store and the "write" data store can be on different severs, can use different storage engines, and can be
scaled independently. CQRS is often linked with the Event Sourcing pattern which models state as a series of events (past
tense verbs) rather than a single "latest" value. What works for an accountant's ledger and for Git can work for our "write"
store too. Given a series of events we can deal with concurrency and collisions more intelligently than "last guy wins". We
can also define varied service level agreements for commands and queries. 

CQRS promotes distribution, concurrency and eventual consistency which is dandy until we attempt to code an
implementation with conventional tools like C# or Java. Lucky for us Erlang is unconventional in all the right ways. Many of
the ideas of CQRS dovetail perfectly with the sweet-spots of Erlang. 

In this session we will dive into CQRS and explore a sample implementation written in Erlang. We will spotlight a few areas
where CQRS shines. We will also show where CQRS in another language would be a comparative horror show.

Bryan Hunter

Firefly Logic
@bryan_hunter

Bryan Hunter is a partner at Firefly Logic and the founder of Nashville Functional Programmers. Bryan is obsessed with
Lean, functional programming, and CQRS.

Add ALL the things: abstract algebra meets analytics

Friday - 2013-09-20T09:50
Data
Locaton: Theater

A mathematician friend of mine tweeted that anyone who doesn't understand abelian groups shouldn't build analytics systems.
I'd turn that around and say that anyone who builds analytics systems ends up understanding abelian groups, whether they
know it or not. I'll talk about how the laws of group theory provide a useful codification of the practical lessons of building
efficient distributed and realtime aggregation systems, and give some examples of how that maps to useful code.

Avi Bryant

Stripe
@avibryant

Avi has led product, engineering, and data science teams at Etsy, Twitter and Dabble DB (which he co-founded and Twitter
acquired). He's known for his open source work on projects such as Seaside, Scalding, and Algebird. Avi currently works at
Stripe.

Make Your Mobile Apps Accessible to All

Friday - 2013-09-20T09:50
Mobile
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

Using accessibility (a11y) technologies in iOS and Android, developers can make their apps usable for people with
disabilities. Android even allows 3rd parties to create accessibility service for inaccessible apps! In this talk, I'll review the

http://twitter.com/bryan_hunter
http://twitter.com/avibryant


accessibility libraries in iOS and Android. I'll show how to make an existing iOS app accessible and how to create
accessibility hierarchies for complex views. I'll also show how to make an Android app accessible and how to write an
accessibility service for an existing app that isn't accessible

Heath Borders

Jive Software
@heathborders

Iâ€™ve been a full-time iOS developer for 4 years, and Iâ€™ve built and delivered many iOS apps for major enterprises. I'm
currently the Mobile Technical Lead for Jive Software. I started learning iOS when the iOS 2.0 SDK was announced in July
2008. I run STL Mobile Dev, St. Louisâ€™ Mobile Developers Group. Before my adventures in mobile development, I was
an awesome Java EE and Eclipse RCP developer. During the spring, I play Hurling.

Concurrency and Parallel Computing in JavaScript

Friday - 2013-09-20T09:50
Web
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

Concurrency and parallel computing play an important role in modern software development, whether one writes native
applications or develops for the HTML5 platform. This session will give an overview of what JavaScript and the HTML5
platform have to offer. Learn what role actors play, how futures fit into the picture and what throughput computing in the
browser looks like.

Stephan Herhut

Intel Labs
@herhut

Stephan Herhut is a Research Scientist at Intel Labs where he works on improving programmability of parallel architectures.
He is enthusiastic about increasing programmers's productivity without sacrificing performance goals. Lately, he is working to
bring the performance of parallel hardware to JavaScript without destroying its soul.

10:40:00 AM

Programming a 144-computer chip to minimize power

Friday - 2013-09-20T10:40
/etc
Locaton: Theater

GreenArrays is shipping its 144-core asynchronous chip that needs little energy (7 pJ/inst). Idle cores use no power (100 nW).
Active ones (4 mW) run fast (666 Mips), then wait for communication (idle).

Tight coding to minimize instructions executed will minimize power. The programmer can also reduce instruction fetches,
transistor switching and duty cycle.

Chuck Moore

GreenArrays, Inc.

A computer engineer specializing in software, hardware and silicon. Invented the Forth computer language in 1968. Forth, Inc
still programs embedded apps from telescope to data base. Designed a Forth gate-array in 1983 and circuit boards to sell it. It's
successor (RTX2000) is orbiting Saturn. Filed a valuable asynchronous patent in 1989, embodied in the Sh-Boom
microprocessor. Then laid-out fast, low-power Forth microprocessors. In 1998 invented colorForth and used it to position
Forth microcomputers into multi-core arrays. GreenArrays is now selling a 144-core ultra low-power chip.

http://twitter.com/heathborders
http://twitter.com/herhut


Exercises in Style

Friday - 2013-09-20T10:40
/etc
Locaton: Midland States

Back in the 1940s, a French writer called Raymond Queneau wrote an interesting book with the title Exercises in Style
featuring 99 renditions of the exact same short story, each written in a different style. This talk will shamelessly do the same
for a simple program. From monolithic to object-oriented to continuations to relational to publish/subscribe to monadic to
aspect-oriented to map-reduce, and much more, you will get a tour through the richness of human computational thought by
means of implementing one simple program in many different ways.

This is more than an academic exercise; large-scale systems design feeds on these ways of thinking, and often concepts that
start as programming language constructs find their way to large-scale distributed systems. I will talk about the dangers of
getting trapped in just one or two prescribed styles during your professional career, and the need to truly understand this wide
variety of concepts when architecting software.

Crista Lopes

University of California, Irvine
@cristalopes

Crista Lopes is a Professor of Informatics in the School of Information and Computer Sciences at the University of California,
Irvine. Her research focuses on software engineering for large-scale data and systems. Early in her career, she was a founding
member of the team at Xerox PARC that developed Aspect-Oriented Programming.

Along with her research program, she is also a prolific software developer. Her open source contributions include being one of
the core developers of OpenSimulator, a virtual world server. She is also a founder of Encitra, a company specializing in
online virtual reality for early-stage sustainable urban redevelopment projects.

She has a PhD from Northeastern University, and MS and BS degrees from Instituto Superior Tecnico in Portugal. She is the
recipient of several National Science Foundation grants, including a prestigious CAREER Award. She claims to be the only
person in the world who is both an ACM Distinguished Scientist and Ohloh Kudos Rank 9.

Raft - The Understandable Distributed Protocol

Friday - 2013-09-20T10:40
Distributed systems
Locaton: Centene Room

For the last decade, Paxos has been the de facto standard in distributed protocols. Unfortunately, Paxos is difficult to
understand and even harder to implement. The implementors of Google's distributed lock system called "Chubby" even stated
that there were many gaps in Paxos when it came to real world implementation.

Recently a new distributed protocol has come out of research at Stanford called Raft. Raft is built for real world applications
and a primary concern in the development of the protocol was understandability. This talk will walk you through the Raft
protocol and how it works.

Ben Johnson

Skyland Labs, LLC
@benbjohnson

Ten years of software development experience working in database architecture, distributed systems and data visualization.
Lead developer of the Sky behavioral database project (http://skydb.io/) and lead developer of the Go implementation of the
Raft protocol (https://github.com/benbjohnson/go-raft).

Dissecting Clojure Reducers

http://twitter.com/cristalopes
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Friday - 2013-09-20T10:40
Languages
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

Reducers are the key enabler for the implementation of highly-performant and maintainable parallel solutions in Clojure. After
a bit of history and context about parallelization primitives, I'm going to live code Reducers from the ground-up, showing
what functional abstractions are involved and why. We'll finally use our home grown reducing implementation to show
performance improvements on some common sequential code.

Renzo Borgatti

BBC
@reborg

I started my career as a developer in 1999. I had the pleasure to work with many different languages like Java, Ruby,
Objective-C and now deeply in love with Clojure. I'm always hacking on new exiting technologies and I love speaking at
conferences and user groups. I currently work as a tech lead for BBC London on a new platform for real time analysis of user
votes.

Android Gotchas

Friday - 2013-09-20T10:40
Mobile
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

I've been writing Android code professionally for just over three years now, during which time I've kept a journal of surprising
Android APIs and bugs. In this talk, we'll explore the top ten most confounding gotchas that stumped some of the best
software developers I know, along with real code showing how we fixed the problems.

Eric Burke

Square
@burke_eric

Eric is the Android lead and Engineering Manager with Square. He's been coding since before the first bubble, always
gravitating towards user-facing product development. During his tenure at Square he co-created the first version of Square
Register for Android, helped deliver Square Wallet, and even wrote a credit card magstripe decoder. He's spoken at Google
I/O, AnDevCon, Android Open, Strange Loop, QCon, and others.

12:00:00 PM

Partitions for everyone!

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:00
Distributed systems
Locaton: Theater

Distributed databases, queues, and lock services vary in their durability, availability, and consistency guarantees under
partition. In particular, designers and developers often assume that system clocks are monotonic, advance at the same rate, or
are synchronized between nodes; or that network partitions are impossible, separate the system cleanly into disjoint
components, or are stable over short timescales.

How a system tracks causality and reconciles divergent state determines how well it behaves under unstable conditions. I've
spent the last six months subjecting popular distributed systems to different kinds of network partitions while under load.
Discovering their design limits and bugs illustrates how difficult it is to build reliable distributed services in practice.

Kyle Kingsbury

http://twitter.com/reborg
http://twitter.com/burke_eric


Factual
@aphyr

Kyle is the author of Riemann, Meangirls, Timelike, Jepsen, and a bunch of other open-source stuff. He writes Clojure and
helps monitor distributed systems at Factual.

Scala vs Idris: Dependent types, now and in the future

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:00
Languages
Locaton: Midland States

Scala is a modern hybrid object-functional programming language for
the Java Virtual Machine. It has seen growing popularity and
near-mainstream acceptance in recent years, in part because it can be
viewed as a "better Java" and has been successfully used in that way.
But focussing only on this aspect would be selling the language short.
It has a rich (some would say to the point of indigestibility) type
system with sufficient expressive power to capture static constraints
and programme properties in ways which can only be matched by Haskell,
amongst near-mainstream languages, and the upcoming generation of full
spectrum dependently typed programming languages such as Agda and
Idris.

I (Miles) have been exploring this perspective on Scala for the last few years
in my project shapeless, and have become convinced both that powerful type
systems in general (and dependent types in particular) are the way forward, and
that Scala offers us a tantalizing glimpse of what will be possible in the very
near future. Tantalizing, but also often frustrating: Scala's type system is
sophisticated enough to make the previously impossible, possible, but not to
make it easy. For that we need to look elsewhere ...

Idris is an experimental functional programming language with full spectrum
dependent types, meaning that types can be predicated on *any* value. Its
syntax is influenced by Haskell. As well as full dependent types it supports
records, type classes, tactic based theorem proving, totality checking, and an
optimising compiler with a foreign function interface. One of the goals of the
Idris project is to bring type-based program verification techniques to
functional programmers while still supporting efficient systems programming via
an optimising compiler and interaction with external libraries.

I (Edwin) have been designing and using Idris to experiment with verification
of functional properties (i.e. whether a program gives the correct answer) and
non-functional program properties (i.e. whether the program behaves correctly
with respect to its environment). For example, a functional property we can
verify is whether a binary adder calculates a correct answer by relating it to
a unary adder with known properties. Non-functional properties we can verify
include static checking of resource usage such as files, locks in concurrent
programming, and network sockets.

In this talk, we will demonstrate what is possible with modern, rich type
systems. We will show, by example, what can be achieved in a near-mainstream
language *now*, discuss its limitations, and see what may be possible in
the future as languages with full dependent types reach maturity.

Miles Sabin

Edwin Brady

http://twitter.com/aphyr


University of St Andrews
@milessabin
@edwinbrady

Miles does stuff with Scala for Precog. When not working on Precog, he does his utmost to break Scalaâ€™s typechecker
with his project shapeless and is a regular speaker at Scala and functional programming events. He can often be found walking
in the South Downs around his home in Brighton with a camera and an unfeasibly energetic English Springer Spaniel named
Tigger.;Edwin Brady is a Lecturer in Computer Science at the University of St Andrews in Scotland, UK. His research
interests there include programming language design, in particular type systems and domain specific languages. Since 2008,
he has been designing and implementing the Idris programming language (http://idris-lang.org), a general purpose functional
programming language with dependent types, which he uses to implement verified domain specific languages. When he's not
doing that, he's likely to be playing a game of Go, wrestling with the Guardian crossword, or stuck on a train somewhere in
Britain.

The JavaScript interpreter, interpreted

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:00
Languages
Locaton: Centene Room

JavaScript is misunderstood. It looks like C, acts like Lisp, but deviates in important and confusing ways. It can mimic
classical behavior but is built on prototypes. It has blocks but doesnâ€™t provide block scope. Then, throw in the magical â
€œthisâ€ keyword and we have a recipe for interpreted disaster. Understanding how JavaScript creates and executes function
objects is key to understanding JavaScript. In this talk we'll walk through the JavaScript interpreter in an easy-to-follow no-
confusing-jargon manner. You'll leave with a better understanding of vanilla JavaScript!

Martha Girdler

@marthakelly

Martha Girdler is a Software Engineer who is continually surprised at how much she loves programming. In a previous life
she was a developer at Cheezburger Network, a student at Hacker School, and she is currently a Software Engineer on the
Shipping team at Etsy. She cares a lot about coffee, bourbon, cats, and giving everyone the opportunity to learn to code.

Sync is the Future of Mobile Data

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:00
Mobile
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

Mobile devices are the preferred means of data access today, but databases are stuck in the mainframe era. The NoSQL
document model can be leveraged for off-line synchronization. See example code to quickly get up to speed building off-line
capable applications for major mobile platforms, and learn how you can contribute to the open source projects behind this
movement.

Chris Anderson

Couchbase
@jchris

Chris Anderson is a co-founder of Couchbase and Chief Architect of the company's mobile technology. Chris has a personal
obsession with bending the physics of the web and giving control back to users. Chris is co-author of "CouchDB: The
Definitive Guide" (O'Reilly) and has spoken at a number of conferences including: SXSW, OSCON, MySQL, GDC,
ApacheCon and the Erlang Factory.

Web Apps in Clojure and ClojureScript with Pedestal

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:00
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Web
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

This talk will introduce the Pedestal application library as a way to build rich collaborative applications in Clojure and
ClojureScript.

Pedestal applies many of the best ideas from Clojure to client application development, allowing developers to create complex
applications without having to write complex code. Pedestal applications are a composition of pure functions and dataflow,
run by an engine which handles the complexities of managing state. You will leave this talk knowing when and how to use
Pedestal and hopefully thinking a bit differently about how to build applications.

Brenton Ashworth

Relevance Inc.
@brentonashworth

Brenton Ashworth is a developer at Relevance, Inc. He was involved in the development of ClojureScript, building some of
its first tools, as well as working on the first ClojureScript application, TwitterBuzz. Since then, he has worked on
ClojureScript One, Pedestal and many other applications which leverage Clojure from the database to the UI.

12:50:00 PM

High Availability at Braintree

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:50
Architecture
Locaton: Peabody Lounge

Braintree is a payment gateway, so downtime directly costs both us and our
merchants money. Therefore, high availability is extremely important at Braintree. This talk
will cover how we do HA at Braintree on our (mostly Ruby) application.

Specific topics will include:

* Working around planned downtime and deploys:
* How we pause traffic without losing requests
* How we fit our maintenance into these pauses
* How we do rolling deploys and schema changes without downtime

* Working around unplanned failures:
* How we load balance across redundant servers and ISPs
* How the app is structured to retry failed requests

Paul Gross

Braintree Payments
@pgr0ss

Paul Gross is a software developer working at Braintree Payments. Braintree helps businesses accept credit card payments
online with great development tools and first class support. Paul has worked on everything at Braintree from their highly
available infrastructure to the client libraries that ease integration in seven languages. Before Braintree, Paul worked at
ThoughtWorks, a global consultancy, building custom software in many languages, including Java, .NET, Python and Ruby.
Paul has worked in software development and delivery for over 10 years. 

Spanner - Google's Distributed Database

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:50
Distributed systems
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Locaton: Theater

TBD

Sebastian Kanthak

Google

Sebastian is a software engineer at Google working on Spanner, Google's planet-scale distributed database. He leads the
paxos & concurrency team that deals with replication, transactions, and other concurrency modes.

Why Ruby isn't Slow

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:50
Languages
Locaton: Centene Room

Ruby, perhaps more than any other dynamic language, has a reputation for being slow. But this doesn't have to be. I've spent
the last year building Topaz, a high performance Ruby VM, built on the same technologies that power PyPy. This talk will be
an overview of what makes a Ruby VM slow, and how we solved.

Some examples:

* Method dispatch
* Constant lookups
* Allocation of integers, floats, and other "primitives" on the heap

Alex Gaynor

Rackspace
@alex_gaynor

Alex is a software engineer at Rackspace. He spends much of his time working on open source projects such as Topaz, PyPy,
CPython, and Django, as well as serving on the Board of Directors for the Python Software Foundation.

Getting Pushy: pushing data from server to browser

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:50
Web
Locaton: Pepsi Encore

As single page web applications and dynamic updating applications become the way that web applications are delivered,
pushing data from the server to the client when there's state change server-side keeps the applications "alive" and doing server-
push via REST is a challenge. Doing server-push via web sockets has limitations related to how many open connections to a
given host are allowed by the client.

The Lift web framework has excellent support for server-push technology that abstracts the delivery mechanism from the
delivery itself so that the browser and server can deal with lost connections, connection starvation, etc. without involving the
application developer.

Join David Pollak, Lift's founder, as he walks through Lift's design decision and then see those same design decisions applied
to a Clojure/ClojureScript/AngularJS side project that David has been working on.

David Pollak

@dpp

David Pollak founded Visi.Pro, Cloud Computing for the Rest of Us along with the Visi Language open source project.

http://twitter.com/alex_gaynor
http://twitter.com/dpp


David founded the Lift Web Framework and continuously contributes to Lift. 

David wrote Beginning Scala and ran the first Scala-focused conferences. In the past David wrote software for NextStep
(which has morphed into iOS) including Mesa, the world's first real-time spreadsheet. You can find David on Twitter @dpp
and IRL finding good Pho restaurants or walking Archer his dog along with the rest of his family in San Francisco.

Native Speed on the Web: JavaScript and asm.js

Friday - 2013-09-20T12:50
Web
Locaton: Midland States

The language of the web is JavaScript, and while it has gotten much faster in recent years, it still tends to lag behind native
code. However, for truly performance-sensitive code, recent developments in compiling code from languages like C++ to
JavaScript, as well as in optimizing that code in web browsers, have gotten JavaScript much closer to native speed while still
maintaining full backwards compatibility.

We will show how such performance is achieved using asm.js, present several demos of real-world usage, and discuss current
limitations and possible future directions of that approach as well as how it compares to other proposals for improving
performance on the web.

Alon Zakai

Mozilla
@kripken

Alon is a researcher at Mozilla, working on techniques for compiling code to the web platform. In 2010 Alon founded the
Emscripten open source project which utilizes LLVM to compile C and C++ to JavaScript, with the goal of allowing existing
codebases to be automatically ported to standard web technologies.

01:40:00 PM

How to teach your kid to code with Hopscotch

Friday - 2013-09-20T13:40
/etc
Locaton: Centene Room

Software billionaires like Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg and Steve Jobs all began coding from a young age. Meanwhile the
number of US schools teaching computer science has actually declined to under 20% over the last 20 years. But whatâ€™s a
parent to do? When your kid can barely type how can they possibly hope to get them over the syntax hurdles needed to write
anything fun?

Visual programming languages allow children to explore the art of coding without the strict demands of typed languages. In
this talk Iâ€™ll explain the design considerations for creating a visual language for children. Then Iâ€™ll give a demo of
Hopscotch, our iPad programming language and share techniques and sample projects to help you start teaching your own
kids to code.

Samantha John

Hopscotch Technologies
@samj0hn

Samantha figured out she loved programming just in time to learn ruby on rails and skip out on med school. Sheâ€™s
passionate about creating tools to teach people to program- especially those who donâ€™t fit most peopleâ€™s profile of the
â€œtypicalâ€ engineer. She started Hopscotch to bring the joy of programming to young people everywhere.

Patterns for scalable web services in Go

http://twitter.com/kripken
http://twitter.com/samj0hn
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When Go landed in November 2009 I was fairly quick to dismiss it. I have repented and over the last year have done a lot
with this language that is so much more than a better C, a worse Python, or a faster Python. In this talk I'll introduce features,
standard library packages, and third-party packages that I use together to build scalable web services in Go.

This talk will start by catching everyone up on the Go standard library's HTTP packages, their strengths, and their
weaknesses. Then we'll add third-party packages to short up these weaknesses. We'll talk about JSON and its relationship
with Go data structures, learn about Go's excellent support for reflection and how we can use it and the Go compiler to create
safe APIs.

Finally we'll ready our web service for production by discussing testing, deploying and restarting, logging, metric collection,
and TLS. The combination of these packages and patterns produces battle-ready web services you'll be happy to put into
production.

Richard Crowley

Betable
@rcrowley

Richard keeps the servers happy at Betable. He's something of a polyglot, working frequently in C, Go, Java, JavaScript,
Puppet, Python, Ruby, and shell. He's the creator of the Blueprint configuration management tool, a contributor to Puppet, and
previously worked at OpenDNS and Flickr. He's passionate about engineering tools and practice and thinks vi is a better
religion than emacs.

Continuations on the Web and in your OS

Friday - 2013-09-20T13:40
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It is well-known that continuations represent the essence of Web interaction: a synchronous Web request from a server to a
client is a server continuation and the action pending a response in an asynchronous request is a client continuation. These
concepts lay underneath many Web frameworks and architectures such as the Racket Web server, Seaside, Links, Hop,
node.js, etc.

What is less well-known is the ways continuations, particularly delimited continuations, are useful in structuring modularly
composable elements in Web applications and OSes.

In this talk, we will give a basic introduction to delimited continuations, their traditional application on the Web, and then
show more advanced techniques using examples from Web interaction, as well as high-performance event-based network
servers and concurrent simulation environments.

Jay McCarthy

Brigham Young University
@jeapostrophe

I am an assistant professor at Brigham Young University in the Computer Science Department.

I am a member of the PLT research group. I work on the Racket programming language.

I completed a Ph.D. at Brown University in the Computer Science Department. I worked with Shriram Krishnamurthi. I was
an NSF Graduate Research Fellow.

I graduated from the University of Massachusetts at Lowell where I studied Computer Science, Mathematics, and Economics.

http://twitter.com/rcrowley
http://twitter.com/jeapostrophe


My work has been supported by the National Science Foundationâ€™s Software and Hardware Foundations (CISE/CCF)
program and Computing Education for the 21st Century (CISE/CNS) program.

Thinking DSLs for Massive Visualization
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From MapReduce to Scipy, domain specific languages are democratizing parallel computing. Their success stems from high-
level abstractions that empower developers and guide optimizing compilers. Meanwhile, another revolution in language is
gaining steam: program synthesis. Essentially, hardware speed is improving at such a fast rate that we can design smart
language features powered by search (e.g., SAT solving) that, on older hardware, would have been unacceptably slow to
compile. These two ideas, tiny parallel DSLs and program synthesis, enabled us to build several new kinds of languages. We
will describe using them for our most recent one, Superconductor.

Superconductor is a browser-based language for massive interactive visualizations. Initially, Superconductor programs look
like the normal HTML5 stack: JSON, CSS, JavaScript, etc. Its power comes from the two above ideas:

1. End-to-end Parallel DSLs. For performance, Superconductor compiles different types of high-level yet structured code into
new parallel JavaScript extensions. It targets web workers, WebCL, and WebGL to utilize the multicore and GPU hardware
in most laptops and now even in phones.

2. A Synthesis DSL for Parallel Layout. Today, custom visual layouts such as treemaps are written in JavaScript, which hides
parallelism from the compiler. We designed a tractable layout DSL that uses constraints (â€œattribute grammarsâ€). Weâ
€™ll show how synthesis powers a new form of parallel programming where programmers can mix explicit and automatic
parallelization by invoking our new â€œschedule sketchingâ€ construct.

By combining these ideas into Superconductor, we can now script real-time interactive visualizations of hundreds of
thousands of data points and control parallelization at a wonderfully high level. For a sneak peek, check out
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoOaGQLjcgc and http://www.sc-lang.com .

Leo Meyerovich

UC Berkeley
@lmeyerov

Leo Meyerovich researches system and language design at UC Berkeley and is the lead for the Superconductor big data
visualization language. He specializes in parallel browsers, JavaScript security, and the social foundations of programming
languages. Earlier, he was the head developer of the Flapjax language for functional reactive web programming, which led to
various commercial and open source projects.

Dart for the Language Enthusiast
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As a card-carrying language nerd, I pore over every new language offering to see what shiny new bits it comes with. Given
the chance, I'd be happy to bore you to tears talking about lazy evaluation in Io or generators in Icon or multiple dispatch in
Dylan.

When I heard Google was working on a new language for the browser almost two years ago, I jumped at the chance to join
the team. Since then, we've been working feverishly to make the language, libraries and tools more awesome, but that may not
be apparent if all you've seen of Dart is a few blog posts and tweets.

Since I've got the inside view, I'll go deeper and show you my favorite facets of the language. From laziness and higher-order
functions to asynchrony and abstraction, I'll try to convince you that while Dart is designed to be familiar, it's anything but

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoOaGQLjcgc
http://www.sc-lang.com/
http://twitter.com/lmeyerov


boring.

Bob Nystrom

Google
@munificentbob

Bob is a fervent programming language enthusiast working on the Dart language team. In earlier incarnations, he was a game
developer at EA working on Madden and other titles, a UI designer who has built apps from the pixels up, and a computer
animator for children's educational videos.

02:30:00 PM

Javascript... FOR SCIENCE!
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This presentation will take a look into the world of research science where software development is very much alive... but not
doing so well. It is a world where monolithic code structures tower over the landscape, terrifying those in the shadows from
modifying or extending them. It is a world where spaghetti-software crunches numbers for some of the leading research in the
world, but there are no tests. It is a world.. that needs your help, developers.

Almost two years ago, we (Angelina and Bill) met through a mutual love of technical ideas. One of us came from a
background in particle physics, and the other from programming and cognitive science. Initially we considered our fields of
research distinct from one another, but when it came down to it we realized we were both writing software every day - just
solving different problems. We started to share the differences and similarities of our code-lives with each other, and through
this dialogue we came to realize that the world of science desperately needs your help.

Yes, you. You are capable of understanding and contributing to science for the greater good of all of humankind, and weâ
€™re going to tell you how and why.

We will also introduce you to a new project aimed to connect developers and scientists for interdisciplinary collaboration, as
well as unveil a small JavaScript toolkit to help you get started crunching numbers with your favorite new scientist.

Angelina Fabbro

Bill Mills

Steamclock Software
@angelinamagnum

Angelina is Technical Lead at Steam Clock Software in Vancouver, Canada. She has spoken about cutting-edge browser
technology like Shadow DOM and web components at various tech conferences such as JSConf EU, CascadiaJS,
Copenhagen JS, and Firefox OS Hack days.

Angelina has a background in cognitive science, building clever robots and was recently nominated for 2013 Net Awards
Brilliant Newcomer of the Year.;Dr. Bill Mills is a particle & nuclear physicist currently working as a web developer and UI
designer for TRIUMF, Canada's national lab for nuclear physics. Bill's past work spans cutting edge new physics at CERN's
Large Hadron Collider, nuclear structure at Yale and radiotherapy at TRIUMF, and his current focus is on pioneering the use
of modern web technologies to build better tools for doing experimental physics.

Generation Minecraft â€“Â kids building software
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Kids spend a lot of time consuming stuff on a computer. How can adults motivate kids to create stuff on a computer?

Minecraft* is one great way. Two kids, 14 and 11, will demonstrate on stage some red stone mojo and show how they build
their own playdates.

First though, the adults need to talk about the general issue of kids creating on computers. We will spend some time discussing
the options and I will share the approach which has worked for our family.

* happy customers of Mojang, no other association

Seth Schroeder

Near Infinity
@foogoof

Computers fascinate me. As a kid, I felt extra cool when my D&D character generator was "improved" to consistently give
me above average stats. As a teen, I used my HP48g calculator to plot the Mandlebrot set and play music (Metallica)â€¦ to the
detriment of my grades. As a young adult, I cut my teeth on the little white C book from Kerninghan & Ritchie.

Now that I'm a geezer I worry more about people. Adults I exhort to use Clojure or another instance of Lisp. Kids I fear lack
balance between consuming and creating stuff on a computer. Helping them discover their passions on a computer is
something I hope to do more of.

Servo: Designing and Implementing a Parallel Browser
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Servo is an experimental web browser engine for modern multi-core hardware. It is attempting to parallelize all parts of the
web stack at a much finer level of granularity than is currently done in other browsers. Browser security is also incredibly
important, so Servo is also being written in Rust, a new memory-safe systems programming language.

I'll talk about Servo's goals, it's design, and how Rust helps in achieving these goals. I'll discuss where it is possible to get
more parallelism in the browser, and some of the Servo team's ideas for achieving it.

Jack Moffitt

Mozilla
@metajack

Jack Moffitt is a Senior Research Engineer at Mozilla Research and works on the Servo project. Previously he founded or
worked at startups that created real-time search engines, mobile MMORPGs, and new communication systems. He also
helped create Ogg Vorbis and founded the Xiph.org Foundation, a non-profit which works on open, royalty free multimedia
codecs.

Go Circuit: Distributing the Go Language and Runtime
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The Go Circuit Project
http://gocircuit.org

The circuit reduces the human development and sustenance costs of complex
massively-scaled systems nearly to the level of their single-process
counterparts. It is a combination of proven ideas from the Erlang ecosystem of

http://twitter.com/foogoof
http://twitter.com/metajack
http://gocircuit.org/


distributed embedded devices and Go's ecosystem of Internet application
development.

The circuit is an extension to the Go Language and Runtime. The circuit
language is a superset of the Go language in that it includes one additional
operator "spawn", designated for executing functions in newly spawned
goroutines (Go's light-weight threads) on a specified remote, out-of-process
runtime.

In the sense that remote control is available within the source environment, 
the circuit can be likened to an imperative version of Erlang.
Using the circuit one is able to write complex distributed applications â€”
involving multiple types of collaborating processes â€” within a single circuit
program (even within a single file). The circuit language used therein is 
syntactically identical to Go while also:

* Providing facilities for spawning goroutines on remote hardware, and
* Treating local and remote goroutines in the same manner, both syntactically
and semantically.

As a result, distributed application code becomes orders of magnitude shorter,
as compared to using traditional alternatives. For isntance, we have been able
to write large real-world cloud applications â€” e.g. streaming multi-stage
MapReduce pipelines â€” in as many as 200 lines of code from the ground up.

For lifecycle maintenance, the circuit provides a powerful toolkit that can
introspect into, control and modify various dynamic aspects of a live circuit
application. Robust networking protocols allow for complex runtime maneuvers
like, for instance, surgically replacing components of running cloud
applications with binaries from different versions of the source tree, without
causing service interruption.

The transparent source of the circuit runtime makes it easy to instrument
circuit deployments with custom logic that has full visibility of cross-runtime
information flow dynamics. Out of the box the circuit comes with a set of tools
for debugging and profiling in-production applications with minimal impact on
uptime.

Petar Maymounkov

developed at Tumblr, Inc.
@maymounkov

I obtained my B.A. in Mathematics and Computer Science from Harvard University in 2001, where my adviser was Prof.
Michael Mitzenmacher. My interest in Coding Theory and Probabilistic Algorithm Designâ€”which later reached fruition in
well-received works on rateless and network codingâ€”was born in Michael's classes.
From 2001 to 2003, I attended the Ph.D. program in Computer Science at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at
NYU, which resulted in my M.Sc. in Computer Science. My tastes and interests, in systems and theory, were very influenced
by my adviser Prof. David MaziÃ¨resâ€”now a Stanford University professorâ€”and Prof. Joel Spencerâ€”a true gentleman
of Mathematics. With David I completed my currently most impactful work on Kademlia: a distributed algorithm that enables
billions of peers to store and discover information collaboratively.
In 2012, I obtained my Ph.D. from MIT, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab, happy to have been advised by
Prof. Jonathan Kelner and supported by Prof. Frans Kaashoek. At MIT I concentrated on Spectral Graph Theory and its
applications to distributed combinatorial and numerical algorithms. My work with Jon on electric routing is the foundation for
a new generation of robust, resilient, secure and anonymous computation systems, built on top of socially-engineered often-
faulty communication topologies.
Following, during 2012, I worked at Tumblr, Inc. where I developed a new paradigm for efficient development and
sustenance of data-processing distributed applications, called the Go Circuit.
I am interested in all aspects of distributed applications: the languages and tools we use to build them, the higher-level software

http://twitter.com/maymounkov


metaphores we build to hide away the complex semantics of subsystem failures in distributed systems, design and analysis of
numerical algorithms for pivotal problems like solving linear systems and sketching massive structured data, even more
general tools for the more challenging peer-to-peer setting.
I am an avid Ashtangi and rock climber.

Finding a way out

Friday - 2013-09-20T14:30
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I have a basic premise: we didnâ€™t nail programming 40 years ago. Instead, I believe thereâ€™s something different
waiting for us out there, something better. And while people like Alan Kay and Charles Simonyi have been hinting at it for
decades, we're still here with our text editors desperately trying to gain insight into the twisted messes weâ€™ve created. For
the longest time we've gained power at the cost of complexity, but at some point we have to find our way out of the maze. A
new language isnâ€™t enough. Even new tools like Light Table only suggest a path forward. To truly escape, we have to
take a step back and re-imagine what it means to create software. We have to let go and ask ourselves â€“ what would
programming look like if we created it today?

Chris Granger

Kodowa
@ibdknox

I grew up as part of the nintendo generation, having learned the parts of a computer at the age of two and later learning
numbers and colors from a Sesame Street game on the NES. I started programming at the age of ten and took my first paid
development gig at 17. Since then Iâ€™ve built websites large and small, written frameworks and libraries used by
thousands, taught developers around the world, and helped envision the future of development at Microsoft. These days, Iâ
€™m the co-founder and CEO of Kodowa, where weâ€™re building Light Table, a new vision for how we create and
learn.

04:30:00 PM

Thrown for a Loop: A Carnival of Consciousness
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A floating goddess spawning strange loops. A rowdy inquisitor speaking in antic paradox. A carnival hawker preaching the
magical powers of abstraction. A sentient computer pushed to its logical limits. Drawing upon opera, circus, theater, and
dance, this troupe, accompanied by brass band, video, and synthesized electronics, stumbles into the nature of mind, slides
past the edge of science, and falls into the abyss of consciousness. Based on the work of eminent philosopher, author, and
cognitive scientist Douglas Hofstadter, this multimedia performance explores the origins and nature of consciousness. All of
the mind is a stage and we are merely players!

David Stutz

@ztutz

David Stutz has been a professional musician and theater person since boyhood. Despite this impediment, he managed to
actively participate in the evolution of computer plumbing, working on a number of significant computer languages,
programming models, and developer tools before retiring from the industry in 2003. He has continued writing and performing
classical music and opera, as well as writing and producing experimental intermedia performance pieces, with a particular
interest in human-computer interaction and the computer as dramatic character. For last year's Alan Turing centennial, David
combined chant and experimental vocal music with electronic drones, field recordings, and the sound of looms, and
percussion to create a ritualized performance and art installation to the memory of that great computer pioneer. Previous to
that, David worked with Neal Stephenson on composing and producing a CD of music to accompany Stephenson's

http://twitter.com/ibdknox
http://twitter.com/ztutz


philosophical masterpiece of speculative fiction, "Anathem." David lives in Portland, performing electro-acoustic pieces based
on field recordings, singing regularly with numerous Northwest ensembles, and tinkering with software language runtimes
from time to time.


